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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the behavior of active suspensions designed with various control
techniques for both a two-mass quarter-car model and a seven d.o.f. full-car model.
The Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) and the Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG)
compensator are used to improve the frequency response of the quarter-car model.
Body isolation is improved at the sprung mass frequency in all designs, at the expense of
increased suspension deflection at low frequencies and deteriorated axle response at the
unsprung mass frequency. The LQG compensator with suspension deflection feedback,
combined with semi-active control, gives the most satisfactory result : isolation is
improved at most frequencies, with suspension and tire deflections maintained below
the passive response at all frequencies.
Root mean square response of the full-car model subjected to random road inputs is
studied at a speed of 80 km/hr, with time delay between the front and rear axles. A
pole-placement method which can place the poles of heave and pitch modes indepen-
dently, is developed by decoupling the heave-pitch modes. Driver's acceleration can be
reduced by 45% without increasing suspension deflection, by choosing high damping
and natural frequencies in the suspension and body heave modes. Application of the
LQR by varying the penalties on the outputs shows that driver's acceleration can be
reduced as desired and suspension deflection is reduced to a minimum of 57%. Tire
deflection cannot be improved satisfactorily in either method. It was concluded that
the LQR is a better approach in applications where output specifications are present.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Automobile Suspension
The automobile suspension is the system of devices which supports the vehicle
body on the axles. The vehicle body refers to the sprung mass, which consists of the
housing as well as its contents, the engine, and other mechanical parts. The axles refer
to the unsprung masses, which consist of the wheels and tires, the wheel hubs, the
brake discs, and part of the drive shafts and steering linkages that are not supported
by the suspensions and thus not considered as sprung masses. The suspension system
may consist of springs, dampers and actuators.
The suspension performs two functions, namely ride quality and handling. To
provide good ride quality, the suspension should support and isolate the sprung mass
from external disturbances, such as road irregularities which account for most of the
discomfort perceived by passengers. In general, ride quality can be measured by the
vertical acceleration of the passenger; roll and pitch were found not to play a significant
role in ride quality [1]. The standard for ride quality is subjective. Where one may
prefer a well-isolated soft suspension, another may desire a stiffer ride, since it provides
a greater feeling of the road surfaces and thus more control.
Vehicle handling is a measure of the vehicle performance as well as the "feel" it
conveys to the driver during maneuvers of acceleration, braking or cornering. The
"feel" means the feedback received by the driver through the steering wheel, brake
pedal, and more. Therefore, handling is a term too subjective to be quantified. For
this study, the aspect of handling that is of interest is roadholding, which is the ability
of the suspension system to control the motion of the unsprung masses so as to maintain
the tires in firm contact with the road despite any road disturbances. This is necessary
because the contact force at the tire-road interface generates the traction needed for
acceleration and braking, and the lateral tire forces needed for cornering. Therefore, a
good suspension should reduce as much as possible any variations in the tire force, or
equivalently, the tire defieciton, resulting from road irregularities.
-9-
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Figure 1.1 Two d.o.f. suspension model
1.2 The Passive Suspension
Studies [1,21 on the performance characteristics of the passive suspension have
been done using the car model shown in fig. 1.1. This is a linear two degree-of-freedom
(d.o.f.), lumped element model, with motion in the vertical direction only. The sus-
pension is simply modeled by a spring and damper. This simple ride model was used
to gain fundamental qualitative understanding of the limitations to the performance of
passive suspensions.
The results from [2] are shown in figs. 1.2 and 1.3. There are two natural modes
of vibration of the suspension system, typically one at 1 Hz associated with the sprung
mass, and the second one at about 10 Hz associated with the unsprung mass. Fig.
1.2a shows the sprung mass acceleration per unit velocity input over the frequency
spectrum, for three damping coefficients. It can be seen that high suspension damping
improves the isolation of the sprung mass at low frequencies, worsens it up to the second
resonance peak, and beyond that, the roll-off rate is deteriorated. The frequency plot
in fig. 1.2b illustrates the effect of damping on tire deflection. Low damping results in
pronounced peaks at the two natural frequencies but reduced tire deflection at the in-
between frequencies. As more suspension damping is applied, the peaks at the natural
frequencies are reduced. However, this is accompanied by increased tire defleciton in
- 10 -
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the mid-range frequencies. Malek [1] obtained similar results and conclusions for the
compromises in selecting the suspension damping.
The plot in fig. 1.3 shows the normalized dimensionless root mean square (r.m.s.)
values of the sprung mass acceleration versus the suspension deflection, along with
contour plots of constant levels of tire deflection. As damping is increased, both r.m.s.
acceleration and r.m.s. suspension deflection are decreased, until at a certain point,
the trend is reversed and the r.m.s. vertical acceleration begins to increase. The same
applies to tire deflection. As damping is increased, r.m.s. tire deflection decreases at
first and then increases again.
The effect of suspension stiffness can also be examined by comparing the different
curves. When the stiffness is decreased (stiffness ratio increased), the curve is shifted
down, indicating an improvment in vibration isolation. However, a soft suspension
results in large suspension stroke. This trade-off has also been demonstrated in [3]
using a one d.o.f. model. For all practical purposes, the stiffness ratio cannot be
increased beyond 20.
A basic trade-off in the performance of passive suspension exists, where a soft
suspension reduces the effects of road disturbances on body vibration, with increased
suspension clearance; a hard suspension reduces the effects of external forces such
as gravity, aerodynamic forces and centrifugal forces, resulting in reduced suspension
stroke but increased body vibration. The presence of both road disturbances and exter-
nal forces, and the passenger isolation versus suspension excursion requirement, results
in competing factors in suspension design. In addition, as body isolation is improved,
the axle response can get worse and the road-to-wheel contact is deteriorated [4]. Other
performance limitations of passive suspensions include lateral acceleration experienced
during cornering which causes excessive roll-out of the body, and longitudinal acceler-
ation or deceleration which produces excessive lifting or diving.
Although there exists in current car productions electronically adjustable suspen-
sion springs and dampers so that the designer or the driver can adjust the parameters
as desired to suit one's driving taste, the biggest problem one faces remains to choose
the optimal spring stiffness and damping. There are two reasons for the basic limi-
tations of passive suspensions : a) there is no external power requirement, thus the
suspension can only store or dissipate energy ; b) the suspension can only generate
forces in response to local relative motion.
-11-
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1.3 The Active Suspension
The passive suspension suffers performance limitations due to the constitutive rela-
tions imposed by the spring and the damper. The suspension can only dissipate energy
stored in the springs and dampers, and the suspension force can only be functions of
relative displacement and relative velocity of the suspension. In order to circumvent
these shortcomings of conventional suspensions, active suspensions were proposed. By
adding to the suspension an active force actuator, which may be hydraulic, pneumatic,
or electric, the force input to the active suspension can be modulated according to any
arbitrary control law. Variables, such as driver's acceleration or suspension travel, can
be measured by sensors and analysed by an onboard computer in which the control
law has been implemented. Electronic signals from the computer then command the
amount of force delivered by the actuator. Thus, the suspension force can be a function
of any variable, either local or remote, relative or absolute. Since energy is continually
supplied to the active suspension, the force generated does not depend upon energy
previously stored in the suspension. The spring and damper should still be retained
parallel with the actuator in case the actuator suffers a power failure.
The active suspension has the ability to simultaneously appear soft for body iso-
lation and hard for external forces and small suspension travel; whereas a passive
suspension with fixed properties, provides only a compromise between a hard-and-soft
suspension. Active suspensions are able to provide better passenger isolation, or equiva-
lent isolation while operating at higher speeds or over rougher roads than a comparable
passive suspension. The disadvantages of active suspensions are the increased cost and
complexity due to the need for an external power source, and the reduced reliability.
Active suspension has been under research and development since the 1930's. Re-
views by Hedrick and Wormley [3], and by Goodall and Kortiim [5], summarize studies
in active suspensions for ground transport vehicles and control techniques for the de-
sign and optimization of active suspensions. These control strategies include parameter
optimization [6], frequency domain [7,8], and state-space [9,10,11] techniques.
There have been numerous papers devoted to active suspension designs using sim-
plified models. Paul and Bender [12] have derived an active suspension for a two d.o.f.
model using both sprung and unsprung mass acceleration and velocity feedback, with
a passive spring and damper between the two masses to achieve optimum performance.
Karnopp [13] has applied absolute damping to body velocity in a two d.o.f. model, to
- 14 -
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improve body isolation as well as wheel resonance by suitably choosing the mass ratio.
Active damping was also incorporated with a high-gain load leveler for static loads
such as the vehicle weight. A two d.o.f. heave-pitch model has been used in [14] to
investigate the frequency response to heave and pitch inputs by employing fully-active
and semi-active suspensions, using state variable feedback and absolute velocity feed-
back. The results show that the active systems are far superior to conventional passive
suspensions.
Malek [1,15] has used active suspension to decouple the heave and pitch modes of
a full-car model, combined with absolute velocity damping. Body pitch transmissibil-
ity to heave input (and vice versa) was reduced. Fore-aft tire load transfer was also
reduced, which improved roadholding characteristics. Chalasani [2,16] has studied the
ride performance of active suspensions by applying a full-state, optimal linear regula-
tor to both a quarter-car model and a full-car model. It was shown that the active
suspension is superior to the passive one for random, discrete, and periodic road inputs.
Besides linear, state-space methods, there is a wide spectrum of techniques in the
frenqency domain as well as non-linear methods. A method proposed by Thompson [4]
simultaneously improves ride quality and increases overall stiffness to resist external
forces, and can be used in series and parallel arrangement of control elements. When
a series arrangement of dynamic dampers is used to control axle vibrations, isolation
at the wheel-hop frequency can be reduced by using a parallel feedforward compensa-
tion circuit. Kimbrough [17] has modeled variable component suspensions as bilinear
systems and applied nonlinear regulators. The suspension design produces significant
improvements in ride quality without severely deteriorating roadholding or violating
packaging requirements. Bender [18] has used a look-ahead sensor to obtain preview
information in a one d.o.f. system and reduced both body acceleration and suspension
deflection. An optimum linear suspension has been derived in [19] which minimizes
heave acceleration subject to a constraint in suspension deflection, and can be applied
to the active control of a flexible-skirted air cushion suspension, which couples a vehicle
model to a guideway having random irregularities.
In recent years, numerous car companies have shown interest in active suspen-
sion research. Lotus Car Ltd. built a prototype with fully active computer-controlled
suspension which reads road surface and driver-command inputs and self-adjusts hy-
draulically to accomodate them. In a test drive report [20] of the prototype, it was
- 15 -
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shown that the active suspension is able to maintain a stable and level ride condition on
rough and bumpy roads which normally would shake the driver in a passive suspension.
The nose does not lift (or dive) during acceleration (or braking). It corners absolutely
flat and can even roll inward if required. The hydraulic actuators react so rapidly
under computer control that only 70 percent of the suspension travel is used compared
to the passive suspension at the same speed on the same road conditions. This means
the active car can actually traverse 30 percent faster to reach the same limit in the
passive one. Moog variable-flow servo valves are the interface between electronics and
hydraulics and are capable of turning small electronic commands from the computer
into powerful hydraulic actions.
The benefits of active suspensions are far-reaching. There would be no need to
install a wide range of different suspensions, springs, dampers and anti-roll bars. All
it needs is a common actuator system, with a different program chip for different car
models (eg. luxury or sporty cars). All the hardware can be common; only the software
needs to be changed. Since active control provides better roadholding capabilities,
which means making better use of the tire-road contact area, higher performance may
be obtained from narrower tires. Narrower treads that reduce rolling resistance and
thus enhance fuel economy may be exploited. Also, the smaller suspension movement
resulting from active control means wheel arches can be tighter or fender lines lower.
This provides entirely new freedom in chassis styling.
- 16 -
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1.4 Objective of this study
The variables of concern in this study are : a) ride quality, the capability of the
suspension to isolate the vehicle body from vibrations, measured by the sprung mass
acceleration (for quarter-car model) or the vertical acceleration at the driver's seat (for
full-car model); b) suspension packaging and clearance requirement which is directly
affected by suspension deflection; c) roadholding capabilities, measured by the tire
force or tire deflection; and d) the mechanical power required by the actuators so that
external power requirements and actuator size may be determined.
In the first part of this study, Chapter Two, the two-mass heave-only quarter-car
model in fig. 1.1 is used to investigate different control techniques and the improvement
in the frequency response of the outputs due to road disturbances. The techniques are
: the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) and absolute velocity feedback for controller
designs, and the Linear Quadratic Guassian (LQG) for compensator designs.
The LQR requires full-state feedback and perfect measurement. Cost or penalties
are imposed on the various outputs and controls, and the optimal control gain is the
one which results in minimum cost. The second technique is to feed back sprung mass
velocity measurement through a constant gain, which is equivalent to output feedback
in classical control. The LQG compensator requires measurement of only one output
and uses a Kalman Filter to reconstruct the states. Suspension deflection and sprung
mass velocity are used for output feedback in this study. The Loop Transfer Recovery
(LTR) method, traditionally used in tracking problem, is also briefly discussed.
These control designs will be compared in terms of the frequency response of
body isolation, suspension deflection and tire deflection. The application of semi-active
control, which requires little external power, to approach the fully-active designs will
also be discussed.
In the second part of this thesis, the seven d.o.f. full-car model developed by Malek
[1] is used. There are three modes of vibration in the sprung mass : heave, pitch, and
roll; and four modes in the unsprung masses : heave, pitch, roll, and warp. The choice
of state variables is suited to reflect the coupling between heave and pitch, and between
roll and warp.
Malek decoupled the heave and pitch modes and introduced absolute damping
(absolute velocity feedback) in designing the active suspension. By ad hoc selection,
- 17 -
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the decoupled configuration was obtained by simply setting all coupling terms to zero,
and the absolute damping was forced to duplicate the relative damping. In other
words, only one special case was studied and it was assumed that this was the closed-
loop configuration desired. The analysis did not provide general guidelines to reach the
closed-loop system matrix given certain desired features of the active suspension, eg.
pole locations in the heave mode resulting in a soft or stiff ride. The design freedom
in choosing the absolute damping terms and other decoupled configurations were not
investigated. Thus, the question remains to decide how to decouple the system and
how much absolute damping should be used, so that the final active system has certain
desired characteristics.
As already mentioned, Chalasani [16] designed the active control law by applying
the optimal Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) to a similar full car model. A cost
function was defined by ad hoc selection of the penalties on the controls and various
outputs. Although the study showed that the suspension system was improved, the
power consumption in the active control was not evaluated. The power requirement
in the actuators might be too high to be physically or economically realizable. Note
that the control design is optimal only with respect to the cost function so chosen.
The analysis did not investigate the design freedom in defining the cost function which
directly affects the trade-offs between the power requirement and the improvement in
the suspension system.
The objective of this study is to apply the decoupling and the LQR methods to
design the active suspension system for a vehicle traveling in a straight line at constant
speed subjected to random road disturbances. The sinusoidal road input used by Malek
is useful for understanding the coupling effect between the modes, but it does not
represent a realistic road. Thus, the road disturbances at the four wheels are modeled
as stochastic inputs through first-order filters, with a time delay between the front and
rear wheels. The covariance propagation equation is modified to take the time delay
into account. The outputs and power requirement will be evaluated in terms of their
r.m.s. values.
A decoupling and pole-placement methodology is developed in this study to first
decouple the heave and pitch modes of the vehicle, and then to use absolute feedback,
the active portion of the control, to arbitrarily place the poles of the decoupled modes.
Absolute feedback includes both absolute velocity and absolute displacement feedback.
-18 -
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Notice that in a pure decoupling strategy, no active control is needed to decouple the
system. The r.m.s. response of the vehicle and the power requirement are investigated
for poles of different natural frequencies and damping coefficients.
In the LQR approach, the penalties on the control force and outputs are varied
in different ways to obtain different cost functions, in order to study how much im-
provement one can get in an output, given the amount of power available, without
deteriorating the other two outputs.
Chapter Three summarizes the full-car model in state-space form and identifies the
important parameters. Stochastic road disturbance model and the covariance propa-
gation calculation are then discussed. Some r.m.s. results of the passive system are
presented for comparison in later chapters.
Chapter Four presents the two control strategies to design the active suspension.
In the first part, the decoupling-pole-placement methodology is developed. The signifi-
cants of the poles of the sprung mass and suspension are given physical interpretation.
The results provide some general guidelines in choosing the appropriate pole locations
of the decoupled modes. In the second part, the LQR method is applied and the cost
function adjusted to obtain the relationship between power consumption in the actuator
and improvements (reduction) in the r.m.s. values of the driver's vertical acceleration,
suspension deflection, and tire force.
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2
QUARTER-CAR MODEL
2.1 Model Description
A two-mass, quarter-car model is used in this chapter to study vehicle response to
road disturbances by using control techniques which include controller designs by the
Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) and absolute velocity feedback, and compensator
designs by the Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) method.
The model is shown in fig. 2.1 along with the numerical values of the car parameters
obtained from [2]. The suspension is modeled as a linear spring of stiffness k, and a
linear damper of damping coefficient b,. The tire is simply modeled by a spring of
stiffness kt. The actuator force u is positive whenever the suspension is compressed.
The state variables are chosen to be :
Xl = z, - z, suspension deflection
X2 = i8 sprung mass velocity
X3 = zu - zo tire deflection
X4 = zu unsprung mass velocity
The system equations can be represented in state-space form :
x = Ax + Bu + Lzo (2.1)
where
0 1 0 -1
m, m, m-
0 0 0 1
k. b1 t
B=[ 0 0 -- ]
L=[0 0 -1 O]t.
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m, = 240 kg
mu = 36 kg
b, = 980 N-sec/m
k, = 16,000 N/m
kt = 160,000 N/m
Figure 2.1 Quarter-car model and vehicle parameters
Figure 2.2 Block diagram of the quarter-car model
A block diagram of the system is shown in fig. 2.2. This simple model is used to gain
fundamental insights into the suspension control problem without greatly complicating
the analysis.
-21-
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The output of primary concern is the acceleration of the sprung mass, as, which
is a measure of vibration isolation.
as = Clx+ dlu (2.2)
where C1= [k _bL_ 0 _bI_ ], dl = l/m,m8, m, m
The other outputs that need to be examined
the tire deflection td, expressed as follows :
sd = C 2x
are the suspension deflection sd and
(2.3)
whereC 2 = [1 0 0 0 0 ],
td = C3x (2.4)
where C3 = [0 0 1 0].
Combining eqs. 2.2 to 2.4, the output vector y which represents as, sd and td can be
expressed in state-space form :
y= Cx+ Du (2.5)
-22-
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2.2 The Passive Suspension
This section investigates the properties of the passive suspension by looking at the
locations of system poles and zeros, and the response of the vehicle outputs to road
disturbances.
The system characteristic polynomial is :
d(s) = mm
, s
4 + (m, + m , )b,s 3 + ((m+m, + )k. + m, kt)s 2 + b.kts + k.kt (2.6)
There are two pairs of conjugate poles in the system from eq. 2.6 (i.e. eigenvalues of
matrix A) :
sprung mass mode w, = 1.25 Hz S = 0.22
unsprung mass mode w, = 11 Hz I = 0.2
where w, is the natural frequency and ' is the damping ratio.
System zeros can be obtained by the transfer functions from the control input u
to the outputs. The transfer function from u to as is :
C (s)B + d ( 2 + k) 2  (2.7)
d(s)
with zeros at 0, 0, f±j kt/m, (i.e. ±66.67j). The transfer function from u to sd is :
C2(s)B = + k (2.8)
d(s)
with zeros at i±j-- (i.e. ±24j). Similarly, the transfer function from u to td is :
2ms
C3b(s)B = d(s) (2.9)
with two zeros at 0. All of the zeros lie on the imaginary axis. Thus, the system is non-
minimum phase with respect to the individual outputs. There are, however, no zeros
corresponding to the transfer function CD(s)B, meaning that there is no frequency at
which none of the three outputs are excited by the control force.
-23-
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The primary concern of this chapter is the response of the vehicle outputs to road
disturbances. Thus, Has(s) is defined as the transfer function from io to as :
Ha,(s) = C 1((s)L
kts(bas + k),)
= d(2.10)d(s)
The shape of Ha,(s) can be predicted by taking limits at low and high frequencies
lim Has(s) = s (2.11)
8--*0
lim Has(s) = k (2.12)
m9-00oo ums, S2
The gain increases at a slope of 20 db/dec at low frequencies and rolls off at -40
db/dec at high frequencies, as shown in fig. 2.3. The two peaks correspond to the two
pairs of system poles.
The transfer function from disturbance io to suspension deflection sd, is defined
as Hd(s) :
H,d(s) = C24(s)L
ktmasktms (2.13)d(s)
The bode plot of Hd(S) has the property :
lim Hd(s) = -- s (2.14)
8--.0 k8
lim Hsd(S) = - (2.15)8--oo 00
The slope of Hed(s) at low frequencies is 20 db/dec and the gain rolls off at -60 db/dec
at high frequencies as shown in fig. 2.4.
The transfer function, Htd(S), defined from io to tire deflection td, is :
Htd(s) = C3 (s)L
mms• • + (m + m9)b9s2 + (mU + m,)ks (2.16)
d(s)
-24-
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Figure 2.3 Body acceleration in passive suspension
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Figure 2.4 Suspension deflection in passive suspension
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The shape of Htd(S) can be predicted by :
lim Htd(S) = -(m + m 8 )s (2.17)S---0 Ikt
1
lim Htd(s) = (2.18)
--- oo S
and is shown in fig. 2.5. The slope of the asymptote is 20 db/dec at low frequencies
and -20 db/dec at high frequencies.
The system is observable from all three outputs and all the states are controllable.
Control laws will be designed for the suspension system, to improve vehicle response
due to road disturbances, particularly in the vicinity of the two resonance peaks.
-27-
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Figure 2.5 Tire deflection in passive suspension
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2.3 An Invariant Property of the Active Suspension
The most general form of control law is :
u = -Gx (2.19)
where G =[g g2 93 g94 ].
All states are perfectly measured in real time and used in feedback through the
gains. g1 acts on the suspension deflection and primarily affects the frequency of the
sprung mass mode. g3 acts on tire deflection and affects the frequency of the wheel-hop
mode. g2 acts on the absolute velocity of the sprung mass and provides damping for
the sprung mass mode. g4 acts on the unsprung mass velocity and affects the damping
of the wheel-hop mode. By using active control, the frequency and damping of the two
modes can be set independently of each other, whereas in a passive suspension, these
properties are affected by the same spring and shock absorber in the suspension.
All of the control techniques to be investigated in this study can be implemented
by the control law in eq. 2.19. The LQR method uses full-state feedback, thus all the
gains are non-zero. When absolute velocity feedback is used, all gains are zero except
g2 . In a dynamic compensator, estimated states X, instead of x, are used in feedback
and acted on by G.
There is an invariant property of the acceleration transfer function at the wheel-
hop mode frequency which does not depend on the control laws. The equations of
motion for the sprung and unsprung masses are :
mz, = control force + spring force + damper force (2.20)
m,i, = -control force - spring force - damper force + kt(zo - z,) (2.21)
The forces in the actuator, the spring, and the damper acting on the sprung and
unsprung masses are equal and opposite. Adding the two equations :
ms z + mu z- = kt(zo - zU) (2.22)
It can be shown from eq. 2.22 that the relationship between the acceleration and sus-
pension deflection transfer functions is :
mus2 + kt ktHas (s) - Ha(S) +
mss ms
-29 -
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which gives :
Has(s) = at s = kt/mu (2.23)
There is an invariant point in the acceleration transfer function at 10.6 Hz where the
gain is always 20 db. It only depends on the masses and the tire stiffness, no matter
what the suspension stiffness and damping are (see fig. 1.2a), and what kind of control
law is implemented in the actuator.
-30 -
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2.4 Controller Designs
2.4.1 The LQR method
The LQR is a dynamic optimal controller which requires full-state feedback to
minimize a quadratic cost function. The LQR technique has had major impact in
modern control theory and practice, and many papers have been written on it. The
LQR problem will be formulated and the solution summarized below [21,22,23].
Given the model of the vehicle :
i = AX + Bu
a quadratic cost function J is defined :
00oo
J = f(Q_ + u'R_)dt (2.24)
0
where Q is a state weighting matrix assumed symmetric and positive semi-definite. Q
must be expressed as N'N (i.e. Q=N'N). R is the control weighting matrix assumed
symmetric and positive definite. Q and R represent the cost or penalties of state
variables and controls. The trade-off can immediately be seen in J where expensive
control (thus small u) drives the states to equilibrium slowly (large x); whereas driving
the states very fast requires large and cheap control. The minimum of J is always
positive.
A variant of the LQR problem is to include cross-coupled cost between states and
controls :
o00
J = (_'Qx + 2x'Su + u'Ru)dt -(2.25)
0
with the requirement that :
Q S
be positive semi-definite. Matrix S represents the penalties on certain directions of the
states and controls.
-31-
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Figure 2.6 Block diagram of LQR loop
It is required that the pair [A,B] be stabilizable and the pair [A,N] be detectable.
Then the optimal control problem is to find the control u that minimizes the cost
function J subject to the constraints in the differential equations of the system. Solution
of the LQR problem, i.e. the gain matrix G, exists and is unique. It is realizable in full-
state feedback form as in eq. 2.19 , provided that all state variables can be measured
in real time.
G = R-I(S ' + B'K) (2.26)
where matrix K is the unique symmetric positive semi-definite solution of the control
algebraic Riccati equation (CARE) :
-KA - A'K - Q + (KB + S)R-1(B'K + S') = 0 (2.27)
The CARE can be easily solved off-line by control design software, such as MATRIXx
[24]. Fig. 2.6 shows the visualization of the LQR loop in block diagram.
An advantage of the LQR method is that the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system
matrix [A-BG] are guaranteed to be in the left-half of the s-plane. Stability of the
closed-loop system is assured no matter what the numerical values of A, B, Q, R and
S are.
In a numerical problem, Q, R and S are the real-life costs of controls and states.
In this study, they become design parameters that can be experimented with to obtain
-32-
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the desired closed-loop properties. In a first step to define J, it is desired to equally
penalize the three outputs, instead of the four state variables. The cost of the control
is represented by a scalar parameter p. The cost function becomes :
oo
J = (y'(Iaxa)y + pu2 )dt (2.28)
0
This can be rewritten as :
00
J =/('Q+ Ru 2 + 2x'Su)dt (2.29)
0
where
Q = c'C
R = D'D + p
S = C'D
It has already been shown that the plant is controllable and observable, thus the
LQR requirement of stabilizability and detectability are satisfied. The LQR can be
applied to solve for the gain G. The closed-loop system equations become :
i = (A - BG)_ + Lzo (2.30)
y = (C - DG)x (2.31)
The closed-loop characteristic polynomial is :
d(s) = m,,ms 4 + ((b, + gs)mu + (b, - g4)m,)s3
+((ka + gl)mu + (kt + k, + gi - g3)ms)s 2 + (b, + g2)kts + (k, + gl)kt (2.32)
The root locus plot is shown in fig. 2.7 by computing the closed-loop pole locations
for different values of p. As p is decreased, the poles of the sprung mass mode move
away from the imaginary axis and become faster and more damped, whereas those
of the wheel-hop mode move towards the imaginary axis and become slower and less
-33 -
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Figure 2.7 Root locus of LQR
damped. The LQR method improves system response at the
but reduces damping at the second peak.
first resonance frequency
The acceleration transfer function Ha,(s) is evaluated for the closed-loop system :
, s(mng3s2 + (b, - g4)kts + (k, + gl)kt)
H7aekS) = d(s)
lim Ha,(s) = s8--0
lim Hae(s) = (93
-oo00 ma
(2.34)
(2.35)
The gain at high frequencies rolls off at -20 db/dec, a smaller rate than that of
the passive system because of the additional zero in eq. 2.33. This zero is due to the
feedback gain g3 of the tire deflection. The low-frequency asymptote does not change.
Fig. 2.8 compares the passive and active designs at two values of p. The passive response
is shown as dashed lines in all the plots that follow. Isolation is improved at the first
peak but unchanged at the second peak. The gain at 10.6 Hz is, as expected, invariant
at 20 db, independent of changes in p. Isolation is deteriorated at high frequencies
because of the additional zero.
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Figure 2.8 Body acceleration in LQR design
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The suspension deflection transfer function Hd(S) becomes :
H(93m, - (kt - 93)m,)s - (g2 + g4)ktHsd(S)= (2.36)d(s)
lim Hd(S) = g + g4  (2.37)a-+O k, + gi
lim H,d(S) = [3mu - (kt g3)m. 1 (2.38)8-oo00 mm,s
The high-frequency asymptote remains the same as that of the passive system. The
zero in eq. 2.36 is at some non-zero frequency whereas the zero in eq. 2.13 (for the passive
system) is at 0 Hz. This occurs because of the sprung and unsprung mass feedback
gains, g2 and g4 . The low-frequency gain stays constant at a non-zero value, which
means suspension deflection is larger than that in the passive system. These predictions
are verified by fig. 2.9. The disturbance is amplified in the suspension for frequencies up
to the sprung mass mode. This can be explained by examining the physical situation at
low frequencies. The disturbance zo can be treated as a constant velocity input. Since
the tire is much stiffer than the suspension, and the imaginary absolute damper almost
prevents the sprung mass from having any velocity, the suspension has to absorb most
of the velocity input by going through more deflection. This deflection amplification
gets larger as more control gains are used, as seen from eq. 2.37. There is a very slight
improvement at the first peak, followed by an amplified peak at the second resonance
frequency, due to the reduced damping of the poles of the wheel-hop mode as discussed
before. The gain at high frequencies rolls off at the same rate as the passive response.
The ability of the tire to follow the road is evaluated by the tire deflection transfer
function Htd(s) :
mm) s3 + ((6b - g4 )m, + (b, + g2)m)u) 2 + (k. + g1)(mu + m,)sHtd(S) = d(s) (2.39)d(s)
lim Htd(S) = -(m + m,)s (2.40)
e8-0- kt
1
lim Htd(S) = - (2.41)
8-4*00
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10-1 100 101 102 103
Figure 2.9 Suspension deflection in LQR design
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The bode plot of Htd(S) is shown in fig. 2.10. The first peak is reduced but the second
peak amplified for the same reason discussed in suspension deflection. The high and
low frequency asymptotes are identical to the passive system, independent of p.
More control is used as p is decreased or the penalty on as is increased. This
results in more improvement in body acceleration at most frequencies and a sharper
rise in the gain at the unsprung mass frequency to return to the invariant point. The
tire deflection is also improved at the first peak. However, all of the above are accom-
panied by increased suspension deflection at low frequencies, deteriorated isolation at
high frequencies, and amplified suspension and tire deflection at the wheel-hop mode
frequency. Fig. 2.11 shows that deterioration at the second peaks can be avoided if p
is increased to 10-', in which case there is almost no improvement at the first peaks.
It has been noted that the slow roll-off rate in the acceleration response at high
frequencies is caused by the feedback gain g3 of tire deflection. To improve isolation
at high frequencies, g3 was forced to be zero in the LQR gain of the designs shown
in figs. 2.8 to 2.10. The resulting acceleration transfer function is shown in fig. 2.12,
which is identical to fig. 2.8 at all frequencies except that the roll-off rate at high
frequencies remains at -40 db/dec so that the cross-over between active and passive
designs disappears. The plots for suspension and tire deflection are identical to those
in figs. 2.9 and 2.10. By arbitrarily setting g3 to zero, it is possible to improve body
isolation at all frequencies.
2.4.2 Sprung Mass Velocity Feedback
The velocity of the sprung mass can be obtained by integrating the acceleration
measured by an accelerometer on the sprung mass. The constant feedback gain is k.
This method is equivalent to full-state feedback with all gains except g2 being zero.
The characteristic equation (eq. 2.32), with k substituted for g2 becomes :
d(s) = m,m.s4 + ((b, + k)mu + b.m,)s3 4+ (kmn + (kt + k,)m,)s2 + (b. + k)kts + k,kt
(2.42)
The root locus in fig. 2.13 is obtained by evaluating the closed-loop poles at differ-
ent values of k. The poles of the sprung mass mode move away from the imaginary axis
and become faster and more damped. The poles of the wheel-hop mode move away
-38-
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Figure 2.10 Tire deflection in LQR design
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Figure 2.12 Body acceleration in LQR design with g3 = 0
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Figure 2.13 Root locus of sprung mass velocity feedback
from the imaginary axis very slowly and high gain is required. They remain at approx-
imately the same locations at a feedback gain of 2000. Thus, there is less improvement
at the second peak than at the first peak in the output response.
If Cm represents the output matrix for the measured output i,, the closed-loop
system equations are:
Eq. 2.2 becomes :
i•= (A - kBCm)_ + Lio
as = (C 1 - kdlCm)x
and eqs. 2.3 and 2.4 remain the same. Figs. 2.14 to 2.16 show the three outputs at k
values of 500, 1000 and 3000. The acceleration gain at high frequencies rolls off at -40
db/dec, i.e. the same rate as that in the passive suspension, since the gain g3, which
causes the additional zero in the LQR and thus a slower roll-off rate, is zero in absolute
velocity feedback. The second peaks are not pronounced compared to the LQR designs
because the poles of the wheel-hop mode are hardly altered. The low-frequency gain
of suspension deflection is constant and from eq. 2.37, this gain is lower than that in
the LQR for the same value of g2, since g4 is zero. There is significant improvement
in isolation and road-holding at the sprung mass resonance frequency when the gain is
increased.
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Figure 2.14 Body acceleration in sprung mass velocity feedback
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Figure 2.15 Suspension deflection in sprung mass velocity feedback
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Figure 2.16 Tire deflection in sprung mass velocity feedback
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2.5 Compensator Designs
The controller designs in the previous section assume perfect measurement of the
states. When this knowledge is unavailable, an estimator is needed to reconstruct
the states using available output measurements, and the estimated states are sent to
the controller. Kalman Filter technique is used in this study to design an optimal
estimator, and combined with a controller designed by the LQR method to form an
optimal Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) compensator. Two outputs are measured
and used as feedbacks to the compensator : sprung mass velocity and suspension
deflection.
2.5.1 The LQG Compensator
It has been discussed in section 2.4.1 how to obtain the control gain G by the LQR
method with a control cost of p and a state weighting matrix, Q = C'C. In the LQG
compensator, G acts on the estimated states _, instead of the actual states x. Thus,
eq. 2.19 becomes :
U = -GX (2.45)
The states are reconstructed in the estimator by comparing the actual output y,
and the estimated output ,m. The estimator equations are :
A = AX + Bu + H(ym - Cm)(2.46)
(2.46)
Ym = CmA
A block diagram of the LQG compensator is shown in fig. 2.17. In this study, H is
designed by the Kalman Filter method [21,22,23]. The gain matrix H is computed
off-line :
1
H = Em' (2.47)
where it is a design parameter which physically corresponds to the intensity of the
fictitious sensor noise in the measurement of ym. As o is decreased, the measurement
is more reliable and gain H is increased. E is the solution of the filter algebraic Riccati
equation (FARE) :
AE + EA' + LL' - ECm'CmE = 0 (2.48)
-46-
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Figure 2.17 The LQG compensator
L is the disturbance matrix for the process noise in eq. 2.1. H exists and is unique
provided [A,L] is stabilizable and [A,Cm] is detectable. The Kalman Filter is guaranteed
to be stable, i.e. the poles of [A-HCm] (eq. 2.46) are in the left-half of the s-plane. The
errors between the actual and estimated states converge to zero in finite time.
The closed-loop system, which includes the passive system and the compensator,
with eight state variables, is :
A -BG L
SHCm A -BG -HCm + [04:1x o
y=[C -DG ] ×
-47-
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The closed-loop poles are the poles of [A-BG] (the LQR loop) and those of [A-
HCm] (the Kalman Filter loop), and are guaranteed by the design technique to be
stable.
A special type of LQG compensator is designed by the LQG/LTR (Loop Transfer
Recovery) method [25,26] for minimum phase plants. L and o are the design parameters
used to shape the Kalman Filter loop as desired. This loop is then recovered by
designing the compensator via the LQR cheap control problem, with Q = CmCm
and p -+ 0. This is a very powerful technique commonly used in command-following
problems [27,28]. However, the system in this study is shown to be non-minimum
phase, which causes problems in complete loop recovery, also demonstrated in [29].
In addition, only the frequency response of the measured output Ym can be shaped.
There is no direct control on the shape of the frequency response of the other concerned
outputs y which are not measured. The LQG/LTR procedure has no knowledge of these
outputs since matrix C does not appear in the design process.
It can be shown that the transfer function H,,(s) from road disturbances to sprung
mass acceleration has invariant asymptotes at high and low frequencies when a dynamic
compensator is applied to the system. Let the compensator be K(s) with an nth-order
numerator and a dth-order denominator :
K(s) =nk(sdk 8)
and let the plant be G(s), with an mth-order numerator and with the 4th-order system
characteristic polynomial of eq. 2.6 in the denominator :
G(s) = Cm 4(s) B = m(s)
d(s)
G(s) and the order m depends on the output to be measured. m is two for suspension
deflection and three for sprung mass velocity (refer to eqs. 2.7 to 2.9). The transfer
function Ha,(s) can be expressed in terms of G(s), K(s), and the passive acceleration
transfer function of eq. 2.10 :
Cl(s)LHa,(s) + s)s) (2.51)1 + G(s)K(s)
-48 -
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Eq. 2.51 can be rewritten using eq. 2.10 as :
kts(b,s + k,) dk (s)H+d(s) (2.52)d(s)dk(s) + m(s)nk(s)
lim Had(s) = S
.9--1.08-0Q
lim Had(S) = +k
8--*00 54+k
The gain increases at 20 db/dec at low frequencies and decreases at -40 db/dec at
high frequencies in exactly the same way as the passive system. The slope of the
two asymptotes cannot be increased or decreased and are independent of the type of
compensator design. In command-following problems, integrators are commonly added
to compensators at each control channel to increase the roll-off rate of loop gains at high
frequencies. However, the above analysis shows that increasing d by adding integrators
has no effect on the roll-off rate at high frequencies. The transfer functions of suspension
and tire deflection can also be shown in a similar way to have invariant high-frequency
asymptotes.
For the same value of p in the LQR and the LQG compensator, there should be
less improvement in the latter since some of the states are not available for feedback
and there is sensor noise in the output measurements. As sensor noise approaches zero,
i.e. all states can be reconstructed without error in real time, the LQG compensator
results will approach those of the LQR.
2.5.2 Results
Sprung Mass Velocity Feedback
The results of feeding sprung mass velocity through a dynamic compensator are
shown in figs. 2.18 to 2.20, which also illustrate the effects of p and A. Isolation is im-
proved at the sprung mass frequency as more control is used (p decreased), and limited
improvement is obtained as more accurate measurements are obtained (tz decreased).
The invariant gain at 10.6 Hz is unchanged. Tire deflection is also improved at the
first peak. As p is decreased, the peak at the wheel-hop mode frequency is deterio-
rated in both suspension and tire deflection in the same way as in the LQR, because
the poles of the LQR become less damped in that mode. Changes in it, however, do
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not result in large and sharp second peaks. Decreasing IL also improves the isolation
at high frequencies. However, the low-frequency gain of suspension deflection remains
constant because of absolute velocity feedback, with similar reasoning as discussed in
section 2.4.1.
Suspension Deflection Feedback
Suspension deflection can be easily measured by potentiometers. The plots in figs.
2.21 to 2.23 show the three outputs and the effect of changing p and A. The shapes
of the transfer functions are similar to those in the previous design; the first peaks
are improved and the second peaks increased as p is decreased; and similarly but in a
limited way, as A is decreased. When p becomes too small (fig. 2.21b), the isolation
deteriorates slightly before the first peak, and the sharp rise at the second peak becomes
more prominent. Suspension deflection is amplified at low frequencies but the slope
remains at 20 db/dec, the same rate as the passive system, so that the gain is zero at
low frequencies.
Both of the above designs show that a decrease in p or A will improve the vehicle
response at the sprung mass frequency. However, decreasing p results in undesriable
amplifications at the unpsrung mass frequency whereas decreasing A actually improves
the isolation at high frequencies without deterioration of the second peaks. Thus, in
designing an LQG compensator for this dynamic system, it is better to keep p fixed
and treat A as the design parameter to improve vehicle response.
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a. Effect of jz at p = 10- 5
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b. Effect of p at k = 10 - 4
Figure 2.18 Body acceleration in LQG design with velocity feedback
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FREQUENCY (HZ)
a. Effect of . at p = 10- 5
10-2 10-1 100 101 102
FREQUENCY (HZ)
b. Effect of p at t = 10- 4
Figure 2.19 Suspension deflection in LQG design with velocity feedback
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a. Effect of pt at p = 10- s
10-1 100
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b. Effect of p at I = 10- 4
Figure 2.20 Tire deflection in LQG design with velocity feedback
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a. Effect of 1L at p = 10 - s
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b. Effect of p at 1 = 10- 4
Figure 2.21 Body acceleration in LQG design measuring sd
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Figure 2.22 Suspension deflection in LQG design measuring sd
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a. Effect of A at p = 10- 5
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b. Effect of p at 1 = 10 - 4
Figure 2.23 Tire deflection in LQG design measuring sd
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2.6 Comparison of Control Designs
The previous two sections show that all of the designs discussed are able to improve
sprung mass isolation, suspension deflection, and tire deflection at the sprung mass
frequency by increasing the feedback or filter gains (G or H). At the same value of p,
the LQR gives the most improvement in isolation because of the idealized assumption
of full-state feedback, followed by the LQG compensator with sprung mass velocity
feedback, and that with suspension deflection feedback.
Suspension deflection and tire deflection almost blow up at the wheel-hop mode
frequency as p is decreased in the LQR design and the LQG compensators, because of
the reduced damping of the LQR poles of the wheel-hop mode. The LQG compensators
result in more moderate peaks as ji is decreased. The only design that can maintain
the second peaks in their passive shape is sprung mass velocity feedback by constant
gain. The body acceleration gain returns to the invariant value at 20 db in all designs.
The low-frequency asymptote of the acceleration gain is unchanged in all designs.
The high-frequency asymptote is unchanged in all designs except in the LQR where
the roll-off rate is reduced. This can be avoided by setting the tire deflection feedback
gain (g3) to zero. The slope remains the same as in the passive case and the gain is
even reduced. The LQG compensator is also observed to improve isolation at high
frequencies by choosing small ti.
The low-frequency gain of suspension deflection stays at a constant value up to
the first peak, whenever sprung mass velocity feedback is involved (in both controller
designs and the LQG compensator). Therefore, suspension deflection is deteriorated
the most at low frequencies. When suspension deflection feedback is used in the LQG
design, it is possible to maintain the same low-frequency asymptote as in the passive
system (although with a higher gain), so that the deflection is zero at low frequencies.
In all of the designs, suspension deflection at low frequencies is sacrificed for the im-
provement in vibration isolation and tire deflection at the first peak. The asymptotes
of tire deflection are not changed by any design method.
To compare the above four designs, first consider sprung mass velocity feedback.
Constant gain feedback gives better response at the wheel-hop mode compared to
feedback using the LQG compensator, and is also less costly to implement. Comparison
of the LQR (with g3 = 0), absolute velocity feedback with constant gain, and the LQG
compensator with suspension deflection feedback, shows that, the LQG compensator
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is the most satisfactory. It can improve isolation at high frequencies without large
amplification of the peaks at the wheel-hop mode. It is the only design in which the
suspension deflection gain at low frequencies increases at 20 db/dec. The LQR method
and constant gain velocity feedback do not require compensators and the number of
states is not increased; however, they assume perfect measurement which is impractical,
e.g. it is almost impossible to measure tire deflection for the LQR. The compensator
design allows sensor noise in the measurement of suspension deflection. It is also cheaper
and easier to measure suspension deflection than the acceleration of the masses.
The transfer function of the LQG compensator using suspension deflection mea-
surements, with p = 10- 5 and A = 10-6 (figs. 2.21a to 2.23a), is :
-1.7e7s 3 - 1.7e9s2 - 4.4e10s - 2.3ell
s4 + 302 s 3 + 5e5s 2 + 4.3e6s - 1.4e7
This transfer function can be translated to the discrete-time domain by approximation
methods and implemented in a digital computer [30,31].
The design parameters p, A, and k have been varied freely to improve the suspen-
sion system. In the implementation of control laws, however, these are bounded by the
physical limits of actuator force and the costs of accurate sensors.
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2.7 Power Consideration for Semi-Active Control
Fully-active controllers for vehicle suspensions require large power in actuators,
which may represent a significant portion of the power required for locomotion. Also,
malfunction of controllers may result in complete inoperability or catastrophic failure
of the vehicle. An alternative exists in semi-active control by active dampers which
combines the advantages of passive and fully-active controllers. The active damper is a
self-powered, high-gain device which produces control action when energy is dissipated
from the suspension system. Only a small power source is required for instrumentation,
signal-processing and low-power sensors.
Power dissipation and intake in passive and active elements has been discussed in
[32,33]. Since energy is not supplied to the suspension by passive springs and dampers,
power P is always dissipated ( P > 0 ) in a passive suspension. This restriction does not
apply to active elements since power may be supplied by an energy source. When the
required power is negative, indicating power flowing into the system, the control force
must be generated by active elements, and actuators are needed. When the required
power is positive, the control force can be generated by passive elements. This is the
principal of semi-active control.
An active damper responds to the same prescribed active control law as an actua-
tor, but its control action is restricted by constraints which preclude it from supplying
real power. The damper force is zero when the commanded force and the relative ve-
locity are in opposite directions, i.e. P < 0. Examples of this type of damper include
viscous dampers with controllable orifices and coulomb devices with variable contact
forces. A significant advantage of semi-active control is its fail-safe malfunction in which
case it assumes some arbitrary positive damping. The system cannot be disabled or
destabilized since the active damper cannot supply control power to the system. How-
ever, its performance is more limited than a fully-active controller because it does not
utilize significant external power. The active damper concept has been applied to two
d.o.f. heave-pitch models [14,32] subjected to sinusoidal and random disturbances and is
shown to have performance superior to the conventional damper and which approaches
that of a fully-active system.
Because of the lower cost and power requirement of semi-active control, it is very-
likely that any conceptual fully-active design will be implemented using semi-active
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controllers. It is necessary to evaluate the designs in section 2.6 in terms of the direc-
tion of the required power, i.e. the intake or dissipation of power.
Power P is the product of the commanded force u and the suspension relative
velocity Av (or ±1) :
P = uAv
Power is dissipated when u and Av are in the same direction which requires P to be
positive. Since sinusoidal inputs are assumed in this chapter, every variable can be
represented by its magnitude and phase angle :
u = ulexp(jou)
AV, = IAvlexp(j6v,)
P = JlujAvjexp(j(0, + AV))
For P to be positive, the sum of the phase angles must be in the first and fourth
quardrants. In these regions, the active damper behaves like an actuator and produces
the force commanded by the control law. In the regions where P is negative (sum
of the angles in the second and third quardrants), the active damper gives zero force
and the suspension behaves like a passive one. Figs. 2.24 to 2.26 show the sum of the
phase angles for the three designs : the LQR with g3 being zero, absolute velocity
feedback with constant gain, and the LQG compensator with suspension deflection
feedback. They also show the frequency ranges in which P is positive and semi-active
control can be used. The passive and active response of the three vehicle outputs are
then reproduced with the bulleted line indicating the vehicle response when semi-active
control is applied. The line traces the fully-active response in frequency ranges where
P > 0, and traces the passive response where P < 0.
Semi-active control can be applied to the LQR and absolute velocity feedback
designs at all frequencies except for a narrow band at the unsprung mass frequency.
Power is positive in the LQG design only from 0.7 to 9 Hz and from 12 to 32 Hz, thus
semi-active control cannot be used at low or high frequencies, nor at the unsprung mass
frequency. It is interesting to note that power is positive at the sprung mass frequency
but negative at the unsprung mass frequency for all three designs. The power input
at the unsprung mass frequency which is recalled as the invariant point in the body
acceleration transfer function, does not improve the isolation; in fact, suspension and
tire deflections are deteriorated at that point.
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By using semi-active control, the peaks at the unpsrung mass frequency resulted
from fully-active control can be removed and the same improvement at the sprung mass
frequency is obtained. The LQG design seems to be the best because the active damper
is turned off at low frequencies and the amplification in suspension deflection is avoided,
whereas suspension deflection stays constant at low frequencies in the other two designs.
This semi-active LQG design is able to improve isolation without increasing suspension
and tire deflection above the passive response at all frequencies.
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Figure 2.24 Semi-active control in the LQR design
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(cont.) Figure 2.24 Semi-active control in LQR design (g3 = 0)
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(cont.) Figure 2.25 Semi-active control in absolute velocity feedback
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Figure 2.26 Semi-active control in LQG design measuring sd
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FULL-CAR MODEL
3.1 Vehicle Model
An accurate model which describes all parts of an automobile that can vibrate
would involve infinite degrees of freedom. First, the model would include the six d.o.f.'s
of the motion of the vehicle body. Then an infinite number of d.o.f.'s would be needed
to describe the torsion and bending of the body structure. Other sub-assemblies such as
the engine and transmission, the drive shafts, the steering system and more, also vibrate
relatively to the vehicle body and should be included in the model. A complete model
should also include the compliance of the passenger seats and even the human body as
a mass-spring-damper system. Obviously, such an accurate model would be difficult to
generate and even more difficult to analyse. Besides requiring sizable computational
power, its complexity will result in the loss of physical insight into the system. Thus,
the best model is the simplest one which can represent the phenomena being analysed,
and provide the answers or the general trends sought, if accurate numerical results are
not important.
This study is mainly concerned with passenger isolation, suspension deflection,
and tire force, which are all measured in the vertical direction. The vehicle is assumed
to traverse on a straight road at constant velocity. The control techniques to be applied
are linear. Therefore, a linear ride model is sufficient.
The simplest ride model is the one-mass, heave-only model, which can provide
qualitative understanding of sprung mass isolation. The two-mass, heave-only model
described in Chapter One, has been widely used. Another two d.o.f. model is the
heave-pitch model. It does not include the unsprung masses. However, by treating
the body as a beam supported by two unequal springs, it accounts for the coupling
between the heave and pitch modes of the vehicle [341. A seven d.o.f. model, which
involves three d.o.f.'s for the sprung mass and one for each of the four unsprung masses,
has been described in [35] and used in [1,16,36]. It allows the study of vehicle response
to inputs with different profiles at the four wheels [36]. All of these models treat the
vehicle as a linear, lumped-parameter system, and they all assume the vehicle traveling
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at a constant forward velocity on a straight road. They do not account for the lateral
displacement of the vehicle, or its yaw or rotation about the heave axis. These would
have to be analysed by a handling model, such as the one-mass horizontal plane model
described in [34], which is subjected to lateral disturbances and which accounts for roll,
yaw, and lateral translation.
The seven d.o.f. model developed by Malek [1] is summarized and used in this
chapter. It includes the minimum number of d.o.f. needed to model the ride dynamics
of a full car. The use of modal state variables reflects the coupling between the modes,
thus the model is well-suited for investigating the decoupling control method. Physical
states are easily obtained by a transformation matrix operation on the modal states,
when necessary in the evaluation of the physical outputs. It is also possible to model
the dynamics of the different d.o.f.'s individually, so there will be separate models for
the vertical translation, and rotations about the various axes. However, such a model
does not reflect the coupling between the d.o.f.'s.
The model is shown schematically in fig. 3.1. There are three d.o.f.'s for the sprung
mass which is assumed rigid. Heave h is the vertical translation of the centre of gravity
of the sprung mass. Pitch p is the rotation about the lateral axis; and roll r is the
rotation about the longitudinal axis. Warp w, which is the conjugate of roll, is zero,
since the sprung mass is assumed rigid. There is one d.o.f. for each of the unsprung
masses. Each unsprung mass is lumped independently and is assumed to move in a
vertical direction. Forces are transmitted through the suspension springs, dampers,
and active elements, and are assumed to be normal to the plane of the sprung mass.
The model assumes linear springs and dampers in the suspension, and linear
springs in the tire. The small amount of damping in the tire is neglected. The tires
are assumed to remain contact with the road at all times. Displacements and rotations
are assumed to be small enough for small angle approximations to be valid. The only
inputs to the system are from the road and the vehicle travels at a constant speed in
a straight line. Finally, the model is symmetrical about its longitudinal axis.
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of seven d.o.f. suspension model [1]
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3.1.1 Equations of motion
The equations of motion are derived by appyling Newton's second law to the var-
ious masses. Complete derivations can be referred to Malek [1]. The system equations
are summarized below in matrix form :
MI + Db + Kv = Bu_ + Lqg (3.1)
where v is the vector of modal variables of the body and the suspension :
v = [ h p r hs ps rs ws ]t
u is the control force at each corner :
U = [U 1 U 2 U3 U4] t
and q is the road input in modal form :
q = [ hr pr rr wr ]t
M is the diagonal inertia matrix, D the damping matrix and K the stiffness matrix.
The elements of these matrices are shown in Appendix A.
The modal variables v and modal road inputs qr are chosen to reflect the heave,
pitch, roll, and warp modes of vibration. By injecting disturbances in one mode, the
coupling effects between the modes can be investigated in the outputs. The modal
variables are related to the physical coordinates at the corners by a matrix transforma-
tion operation. If vector q represents the modal displacements h, p, r, w, and vector z
represents the displacements at the four corners, q and z are related by :
q = [TF]z (3.2)
where
l L
[TF] =
2w 2w 2w 2w
-1 -1 1 1
2w 2w 2w 2w
-b b a -a
2c 2c 2c 2c
-b b -a a
2c 2c 2c 2c
(3.3)
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where w is the wheelbase
w=a+b
and
c = b tf + a -t
Suspension deflection terms zsi at the corners can be transformed into modal terms,
hs, ps, rs, and ws by :
q = [TF]z (3.4)
Similarly, for tire deflection :
qt = [TF]jt (3.5)
and for road disturbances :
qr = [TF]zr (3.6)
All "corner" variables are related to the modal variables in the same manner.
Due to lateral symmetry, heave and pitch modes are decoupled from roll and warp
modes. As seen from the above system equations, there are two entirely independent
subsystems. The first subsystem is for heave and pitch, consisting of four equations.
The second subsystem is for roll and warp, consisting of three equations. Heave-pitch
coupling arises because of the lack of fore-aft symmetry. This coupling directly affects
ride comfort since the vertical acceleration at the driver's seat is a combination of the
acceleration due to heave input and the fore-aft acceleration due to pitch rotation.
On the other hand, the coupling between roll and warp plays a primary role in the
handling and roadholding characteristics of the vehicle. The roll-warp coupling stiffness
determines the front and rear roll-couple distribution which is fine-tuned to affect the
handling characteristics of the vehicle.
To express the equations of motion in state-space form, a 14 by 1 state vector x is
defined :
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The system equations become :
x = Ax + Bu + Lqr (3.7)
where
A = 07x7 I7x7
A=
-M-1K -M-'D
07X4
B=
M-'Bu
07x4
L=
M-'Lr
The pair [A,B] is controllable.
3.1.2 Output equations
The outputs of the system are also expressed in state-space form for evaluation.
The vertical acceleration ad at the driver's seat is used as a measure of ride quality.
This acceleration is the sum of the vertical acceleration of the centre of gravity (c.g.)
of the sprung mass and the contributions from the pitch and roll accelerations about
that centre :
ad = dP' + Ydr (3.8)
where Xd and Yd are the coordinates of the driver's seat from c.g. The acceleration
terms in turn can be expressed in terms of the state vector x and the control vector u.
The suspension deflection terms zsi at the corners are important for packaging
and clearance requirements. zsi can be obtained by a transformation operation on the
suspension modal states :
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z, = [TF]-lq8  (3.9)
The average of the suspension deflections at the corners is defined as zsav to
provide a single parameter which represents the suspension deflection. This will become
convenient in the LQR technique.
zs = zs (3.10)
i=1
Since variations in tire force affect the handling characterisitcs of the vehicle, the
tire deflection terms zti at the corners are also transformed into modal variables :
z_ = [TF]-q t (3.11)
Since the body displacement in each mode is the sum of the modal displacement of the
suspension, the tire, and the road,
q-= q8 + qt + q, (3.12)
Combining eqs. 3.11 and 3.12, zti can be written in terms of the states and the road
disturbances :
Zt = [TF]-lq - [TF]-lq - [TF]-lqr (3.13)
In a similar way to suspension deflection, an average tire deflection term zt,, is defined
4
ztav = zt (3.14)
i=
The 11 by 1 output vector is defined as :
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-ad 1
ZSi
Y= zsav (3.15)
zti
Lztav 
-
Combining eqs. 3.8, 3.9, 3.10. 3.13 and 3.14, y can be expressed in state-space form :
y = Cx + Du + Fqr (3.16)
where C, D and F are shown in greater details in Appendix A. The pair [A,C] is
observable.
Data for the vehicle model is obtained from [16], which represents a typical, softly
sprung, and lightly damped passenger car. The parameters of the vehicle equipped with -
passive suspension are listed in fig. 3.2. The eigenvalues of matrix A were evaluated
using these parameters and listed in fig. 3.3. It shows the natural frequency and
damping ratio of the various modes of the passive suspension. The wheel-hop modes
are more oscillatory and less damped than the body modes. There is better agreement
with the eigenvalues shown in [16] in the body modes than in the wheel-hop modes.
The outputs will be evaluated when the disturbance model for qr is developed.
The control law is assumed to be a full-state feedback law :
u = -Gx (3.17)
where G is a 4 by 14 gain matrix. G will be designed by a decoupling pole-placement
method and the LQR technique respectively. The closed-loop system equations become:
x = (A - BG)x + Lqr
y = (C - DG)x + Fq(.
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sprung mass
roll moment of inertia
pitch moment of inertia
front unsprung masses
rear unsprung masses
front suspension damping
rear suspension damping
front suspension stiffness
rear suspension stiffness
front anti-roll stiffness
rear anti-roll stiffness
front and rear tire stiffness
front track width
rear track width
longitudinal distance from front axle
to sprung mass c.g.
longitudinal distance from rear axle
to sprung mass c.g.
longitudinal distance from driver c.g
to sprung mass c.g.
lateral distance from driver c.g.
to sprung mass c.g.
m8
IX
ly
mf
mr
bf
br
kf
kr
kRf
kRr
kTf
tf
tr
a
b
1.011 m
1.803 m
-0.32 m
-0.38 m
Figure 3.2 Parameters of vehicle with passive suspension [16]
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1460 kg
460 kg. m2
2460 kg. m2
40 kg
35.5 kg
1290 N. sec/m
1620 N. sec/m
19,960 N/m
17,500 N/m
19,200 N. m/rad
0.0 N. m/rad
175,500 N/m
1.522 m
1.51 m
, kTr
.
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Figure 3.3 Natural frequency w, and damping ratio ' of vehicle modes
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eigenvalues wn(rad/s) natural mode
-1.16± 6.21j 6.31 0.18 body heave/pitch
-2.80± 7.70j 8.20 0.34 body heave/pitch
-2.83±10.45j 10.83 0.26 body roll
-16.39±67.42j 69.39 0.24 suspension heave/pitch
-23.27±68.10j 71.97 0.32 suspension heave/pitch
-16.65±70.14j 72.09 0.23 suspension roll/warp
-21.19±70.81j 73.91 0.29 suspension roll/warp
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3.2 Disturbance model
In order to evaluate a suspension design, it is important to have a realistic model
of the road unevenness, as well as an accurate vehicle model. Road disturbances can be
modeled as step inputs, eg. "pothole" type of road, sinusoidal waves, or random inputs.
All of these cases have been discussed and applied to the vehicle in [16]. Step inputs
can be studied by the time response of the state variables; sinusoidal inputs are studied
by bode plots in the frequency domain [1]. Random inputs require more sophisticated
modeling and the output variables are evaluated by the root mean square (r.m.s.)
values or the peak values. Random road excitation processes on vehicle vibration has
been studied in [36] and is applied in this part of the study.
3.2.1 Model Description
The vehicle model is recalled from eq. 3.18 :
z= Ax + L[TF]z r (3.19)y = Cx + F[TF]zr
The random road input qr in each mode has been transformed to the physical input
z1 at each corner yet to be modeled. The disturbance model described below can be
applied to the vehicle to study any suspension design. For a passvie suspension where
the control force u is zero, A and C are simply the passive system and output matrices.
For an active suspension with full-state feedback law, A and C are the closed-loop
system and output matrices which has taken into account the gain matrix G as in eq.
3.18.
The road inputs at the four corners are modeled as independent random excitation
processes with two kinds of correlations : i) the correlation between the left and right
tracks and ii) the time delay between the front and rear wheels.
To account for the correlation between the right and left tracks, the front wheel
disturbances zrl and zr 2 are modeled as being composed of two uncorrelated random
functions : an in-phase component ýf and an out-of-phase component 0f :
zrl = f - O f2
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tf
zr 2 = ýf + Of
Similarly, for the rear wheels, zr 3 and zr4 are modeled as functions of ýr and Or
tr
zra = r + -,2
zr4 = ýr - ,r Or2
The vector zr can be expressed in matrix form :
z r = [XF]_ (3.20)
1
0
where [XF] 0
0LO
-tf/2
tf/2
0
0
The system equations
random processes s :
0
0
0tr/2 and J = [
-tr/2
in eqs. 3.19 can be rewritten in terms of the independent
i = Az + L[TF][XF]_
y = Cx + F[TF][XF]_
The random processes ý are modeled as colored noises
tion of first order filters to the white noise inputs w :
resulting from the applica-
Of 0
r 00
r 0O
0
0
0
0
0
-vf0
0
0 ' Tyf
0 Of
0 fr
-v02 -Or -
vgl
0
0
0
vg2
0
0
0
vgl
0
0 1 Wl
0 w2
0 w3
vg92 .w42
(3.22)
wi is zero mean white noise with intensity qgo, and i does not correspond to the ith
corner. v is the constant forward velocity of the vehicle, and 01, 2l, 91, g2 are pa-
rameters chosen to produce a good match between measured and computed values of
power spectral density (psd) and coherency functions [37]. The front and rear axles
have identical model and parameters except for a pure time delay.
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Given the description of the distrubances at the wheels in eqs. 3.20 and 3.22, the
power spectral density S(If) of the disturbance is identical at all wheels and is given
by :
-2 + k1
S() = So+ 1+ (3.23)
and the coherency function is :
2(n) = (3.24)(1 + a)J2 + #2 + a,82
where n1 is the spatial frequency in rad/m, and
C = (t• 2 g )2 (3.25)
2 gl
S vglqo(1 + a) (3.26)
2r
The following values of So, a, 01, f2 and gl were shown by Rill [361 to produce a
good match between road measurements and calculated spectral density and coherency
functions :
So = 1.52 x 10- 5m
a = 0.75
p1= 0.3m-1
32 = 1.5m-1
g• = 1.0
g2 = 1.138 from eq. 3.25
The road psd S(0) using the above values is shown in fig. 3.4 and compared with
another road psd form [38]. The two psd's agree reasonably well with each other at
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10-1
spatial frequency (cycles per metre)
Figure 3.4 Power spectral density of road input at each corner
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frequencies higher than 0.1 cycle/m. Rill's road has a lower psd at low frequencies,
thus the r.m.s. value of the random road disturbance is lower than that of [38].
The system is then augmented by the random processes ý as follows :
(3.27)
where
A
Ao = -
0 4x14 0
0
L 0
014x4
vgl
Lo = 0
0
0
0
vg2
0
0
0
0
vgl
0
Or ]t (18 by 1)
L[TF] [XF]
0
-V02
0
0 1
The output equation is :
where Co= [C F[TFI[XF]I.
0
0
0
(18 by 4)
0
vg2
y = CoKo0
3.2.2 Covariance Propagation Equation
In the previous section, the correlation between the random inputs at the right
and left tracks has been accounted for. When computing the covariance matrix of the
augmented state vector 0o, the time delay between the white noise inputs wl and w3,
and between w2 and w4 , is taken into consideration. The steady covariance propagation
equation for a system subjected to two pairs of inputs with time delay d is [16] :
AoPxx + PZxA' + qLoL'
+q[L 3aL tT(d) + ¢(d)L1 L3 + L 4 Lt ¢t(d) + ¢(d)L 2LtJ = 0 (3.29)
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where
Lo = [L1 L 2 L 3 L 4]; L 1 through L 4 are column vectors
0(d) = exp(Aod)
d = (a + b)/v
and form eq. 3.26, the intensity of the white noise is :
qo vg2l+S)
The only unknown in eq. 3.29 is the covariance matrix Pz,. The equation is in
Lyapunov form and is solved by software packages such as MATRIXx.
The covariance matrix Pyy of the output vector is computed by :
Pyy = CoPZzC3 (3.30)
The r.m.s. values ay of the outputs are the square root of the diagonal terms of Py, :.
oy, = P, (i, i) 1 (3.31)
The peak value of an output is related to its r.m.s. value by :
yp = 3oy (3.32)
and the mean value is zero because the white noise input to the system has zero mean.
The r.m.s. values of the output vector were computed at different velocities using
data from fig. 3.2. The relationship between r.m.s. acceleration at driver's seat and
vehicle velocity is shown in fig. 3.5 along with the results from Chalasani [16]. The
calculated acceleration is lower than that of [16] at low velocities and better agreement
is obtained at high velocities. This discrepency is due to the numerical approximation
of exp(Aod) in the covariance propagation equation in the software calculation. In
addition, the eigenvalues computed in section 3.1 do not coincide with those obtained
by Chalasani.
The r.m.s. values of the outputs at 80 km/hr are tabulated in fig. 3.6 for comparison
with the active suspension designs in Chapter Four. It can be observed that the r.m.s.
values are identical at the left and right corners due to lateral symmetry of the vehicle.
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20 40 80 100 120 140
SPEED (KM/HR)
Figure 3.5 R.M.S. acceleration at driver's seat at different velocities
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Figure 3.6 Root mean square values of outputs at 80 km/hr
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acceleration at driver's seat ad 0.99 m/sec 2
left front suspension deflection zsl 1.17 cm
right front suspension deflection zs 2  1.17 cm
right rear suspension deflection zS3  0.92 cm
left rear suspension deflection zs 4  0.92 cm
average suspension deflection zsav 0.87 cm
left front tire deflection ztl 0.49 cm
right front tire deflection zt 2  0.49 cm
right rear tire deflection zt 3  0.46 cm
left rear tire deflection zt 4  0.46 cm
average tire deflection Ztav 0.31 cm
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3.3 Power Consumption
It has been discussed that the performance of an active suspension design is eval-
uated by vibration isolation, suspension deflection, and the capability to maintain con-
stant tire force. Equally important is the power levels required by the active suspension
so that external power requirements, and actuator type and size can be determined.
Estimation of power can be computed by considering the force and the piston velocity
of the actuators. Since the disturbance input to the vehicle is zero mean white noise,
power, force, and velocity are all random variables with zero mean.
Hydraulic or electrical systems provide the external power supply to the actuators.
This power is always positive since power is required in both directions of the actuator
stroke. However, the mechanical power in an actuator can be either positive or negative,
depending on the direction of the suspension stroke. The average or mean value of this
power is always zero.
Consider one corner of the suspension. The mechanical power Pi consumed in-
the actuator is the product of the actuator force ui and the relative velocity vi of the
suspension stroke (i.e. z's).
Pi = uivi (3.33)
The r.m.s. value of Pi is shown to be [39,40] :
op, = au, ov, 1 + 2p? (3.34)
where pi - E[=uv]S a .i 0, i
The actuator forces are related to the state vector by gain matrix G, and the
suspension velocities at the corners are related to the modal states 4 by matrix TF :
u = -Go o where Go = [G 04x4]
v = Cvo where Cv = [04x10 [TF]- 1 04x41
The covariance matrices Pu, Pv, and Pu are :
Puu = GoPxxGg
P,, = CPzzC
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PUv = -GoPZxCV
The r.m.s. values, au~ and ao,, are the square roots of the diagonal terms of P,, and
P,v respectively. E[uivi] are the diagonal terms of P,,.
In this study, power consumption is evaluated by a single parameter P which is
defined as the sum of the r.m.s. mechanical power at each corner :
4
P = ori (3.35)
i=1
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The full-state feedback law was proposed in Chapter Three (eq. 3.17). There
are different ways of designing the gain matrix G. The more common and systematic
methods were applied in Chapter Two to design the control law for the the quarter-car
model. They were the LQR, the LQG, and sprung mass velocity feedback. In this
chapter, a decoupling and pole-placement method, and the LQR will be applied to
the full-car model described in Chapter Three, to investigate the root mean square
response of the vehicle and the power requirement of the actuators.
4.1 Decoupling and Pole-Placement
It has been observed in the previous chapter that the suspension system consists
of two decoupled subsystems : a heave-pitch coupled system and a roll-warp coupled
system. It is desirable to decouple the heave and pitch modes, and it is expected to
improve the vertical acceleration by doing so. Roll and warp modes are left coupled
since this coupling is required to tune the handling characteristics of the vehicle.
4.1.1 Methodology
Heave and pitch modes are decoupled by setting all heave-pitch coupled terms to
zero. The result is two independent systems, one system involving four equations in
heave only, and a second system with four equations in pitch only. Thus the poles of
the heave mode can be placed independently of the poles of the pitch mode. The pole-
placement method is described below to place the poles of body heave and suspension
heave modes in two steps. The same method can be applied to place the poles of the
suspension and body pitch modes.
Step 1: Decoupling
The coupled terms in heave and pitch are set to zero, resulting in a decoupled
system matrix denoted by Ad. The control gain Gd required to achieve such a decoupled
configuration is :
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Gd = (BtB)-IBt(Ap - Ad) (4.1)
where Ap is the system matrix of the passive suspension. All roll and warp gains are
zero since only heave and pitch gains are necessary to decouple heave and pitch modes.
The set of four equations in heave can be expressed as :
0 2x2 12x2 1
][ (4.2)
As,1 As,4  A8 ,8  A8 ,1 1
h L At1,1 A11,4 a11,8 All,11 J s.
This 4 by 4 matrix in heave is denoted by Ah. The elements in Ah are identified
by their locations in the 14 by 14 matrix Ap of the full system. The first and the
third columns of Ah represent absolute stiffness and absolute damping respectively;
whereas the second and the fourth columns represent relative stiffness and damping.
The elements A8 ,1 , A 8,8 , A11 ,8 are zero in the passive system and they remain zero
after decoupling. Thus in a pure decoupling procedure, no active control is required.
The feedback gains of absolute body velocity and displacement in Gd are zero. The
control is used only to decouple the heave and pitch modes.
There are two pairs of conjugate poles given by Ah : eh,d and eh,d of the body
heave mode, and eh,,d and h.,,d of the suspension heave mode, where the subscript d
stands for 'decoupled'. These are the poles of the passive decoupled heave subsystem.
The characterisitic equation of Ad is :
a4 + a3s3 + a2S2 + als + ao = 0 (4.3)
where
a3 = -As,8 - All, 11
a2 = A8,sAll,11 - A1 1 ,4 - As,1 - A ,sA8,11 (4.4)
a1 = A 8,8A11 ,4 + A 11,11A8,1 - As, 4A1 1 ,8 - A8, 11AI 11,
ao = As, 1A 11,4 - A8,4All,1
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The eigenvalues of Ah can be placed by suitably choosing the elements in Ah. If
the desired characterisitc equation is given, the elements in Ah can be determined from
eq. 4.4.
Step 2 : Placement of suspension heave poles
Let the desired natural frequency and damping ratio of suspension heave be wh,
and ýh,; or equivalently, the desired conjugate poles are (eh., ehA). To place the poles of
the suspension heave mode, the poles of the body heave mode are fixed at (eh,d, eh,d).
Thus, the two pairs of desired poles are (eh,, Eha) and (eh,d, eh,d). This requirement is
translated to the desired characteristic equation :
(a - ehq)(S - Ehs)(s - eh,d) (8 - h,d) = 0 (4.5)
which determines the coefficients ao to a3 in eq. 4.3.
The next step is to solve for the unknown eight elements of Ah from the four
simultaneous equations. To do this, four terms have to be fixed, resulting in four linear
equations with only four unknowns. Since only the suspension poles are to be placed in
this step, the elements related to body heave, As,1, A 8 ,8 , All, 1 , and A11 ,8 , of columns
one and three are fixed. The remaining four unknowns are then easily solved. It should
be noted that no absolute stiffness or damping terms are introduced at this point. The
control only serves to tune the stiffness and damping of the passive suspension.
The fact that there are always four equations but eight unknowns to be solved
shows that, while a matrix has a unique characteristic equation, the matrix which
possesses a desired characteristic equation is not unique. Instead of fixing the elements
in columns one and three, the terms As, 4 , A8 ,11, A 1 ,4 , and All, 11 in columns two and
four can be fixed to give four linear equations which are equally solvable.
Step 3 : Placement of body heave poles
After the poles of the suspension heave mode are placed, the elements in columns
two and four of Ah are determined, and they become the known terms in eq. 4.4. The
other four terms As, 1, As,8 , All, 1 , and All,8 are the unknowns to be determined to
place the poles of body heave.
Let wh and 'h be the desired natural frequency and damping ratio in the body
heave mode. The desired poles are (eh, eh) and (ehs, eh,), the latter pair being placed
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in the previous step. In a similar way, these pole locations determine the coefficients
ai and the four unknown elements in columns one and three can be solved. Absolute
damping and stiffness terms are thus introduced.
Once the elements of matrix A are determined to give the desired pole locations,
the gain matrix G required to achieve such A is :
G = (BtB)-'Bt(Ap - A) (4.6)
Roll and warp terms in G remain zero. A part of G involves Gd of eq. 4.1, which is used
to decouple the system without using any absolute body feedback. The rest of this gain
G is used to move the poles of the suspension and body modes from their respective
locations in the decoupled system Ad. In particular, the absolute feedback portion of
the gain is used to place the body heave poles, causing columns one and three of Ah
to be non-zero, whereas placing the suspension heave poles does not require absolute
feedback because the absolute terms (which are initially zero) in Ah are not altered.
This methodology can place the poles of body and suspension heave as desired,
independently and also simultaneously. If the poles of body heave are not placed,
i.e. they remain at (eh,d, eh,d), only the first two steps are required. If the poles of
suspension heave are to remain at (eha,d, Ehs,d), then step 2 should be bypassed and
the desired poles in step 3 should be eh,,d, eh, and their conjugates. The command
files developed for the calculations in steps 2 and 3 for use in MATRIXx are shown in
Appendix B.
The same procedures can be applied to the four equations in pitch mode to place
the poles of the body and suspension pitch.
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4.1.2 Physical Interpretation of Body and Suspension Modes
The terms : "stiffness" of "body mode" and "suspension mode", have been used
to refer to the natural frequency of vibration of the body and the suspension. It is
clear that the stiffness of the suspension is mainly controlled by the suspension spring
since compliance of the tire cannot be adjusted. Stiffness of the body mode is not as
straightforward since it depends on different parameters in passive and active suspen-
sions. This section attempts to provide a better understanding and interpretation of
the modes so that we know where the poles should be placed and the pole-placement
results can be better explained.
The two-mass heave model is shown in fig. 4.1a to illustrate the behavior of a
passive suspension. The equations of motion for the body and suspension vibrations
are :
Mi, = -bj2 - k,zz2
(4.7)
me 2 = ktxl - (rk, + kt)x 2 - rb -k2 - ktxr
where r = 1 + m/M.
The body mode stiffness is determined by k, and the suspension mode stiffness is
determined by k, and kt. Since the tire stiffness kt is fixed, the spring stiffness k, is
the only adjustable parameter to affect the stiffness of body and suspension vibration.
A model of an active suspension is shown in fig. 4.1b where the actuator is in
parallel with the passive spring and damper. When the poles of the suspension mode
are placed, no absolute terms exist. Thus, the system remains a passive suspension.
The control force produced in the actuator is a function of the relative motion between
the sprung and unsprung mass. Pole-placement of the suspension mode virtually ad-
justs the passive suspension characteristics, k, and b,. When the natural frequency of
the suspension mode wh, is reduced, k, is also reduced. Both the body and suspension
modes are made soft, resulting in better body isolation but increased suspension deflec-
tion. The trade-off between acceleration and suspension deflection is inevitable since
both modes depend on one design parameter k,. The natural frequency of the suspen-
sion mode should be chosen in accordance with the relative importance of isolation and
suspension deflection.
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K= X1-x3
nr
Figure 4.1 a. Passive suspension model
*2 = x - x3
Figure 4.1 b. Active suspension model
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Absolute feedback is introduced in the system when the poles of the body mode
are placed. The control force is a function of the absolute motion of the sprung mass :
U = -kaxz 
- baki
where ka and ba are an imaginary spring and damper attached to a fixed point in the
sky. The equations of motion are :
Mil = -kazi - k.x 2 - bail - bsi 2
(4.8)
mr 2 = (kt - rka)xz - (kt + rk,)x2 - rbail - rb,i2 - ktx,
Pole-placement of the body mode virtually changes ka and ba. A stiff body mode
(high natural frequency) directly increases ka and reduces body acceleration. The
first term in the second equation vanishes since xz is small and ka becomes bigger and
approaches kt. The natural frequency of the suspension mode is again dominated by k,
and kt. Thus, the body mode stiffness can be adjusted solely by ka, independent of the
suspension stiffness k,. At the same time, the suspension stiffness can be adjusted by
ks, by placing the poles of the suspension mode, to reduce suspension deflection. With
absolute feedback introduced, it is now possible to have stiff body and stiff suspension
modes, and reduced body acceleration and suspension deflection at the same time.
4.1.3 Pole-Placement Results
The poles of suspension and body heave modes after decoupling are the eigenvalues
of matrix Ah :
eha,d, Eha,d = -18.86 ± 67.87j
eh,d, eh,d = -1.66 ± 6.68j
Suspension mode
The poles of the body heave mode was fixed at -1.66 ±6.68j, (i.e. wh at 6.88 rad/s
and ýh at 0.24), and the damping of the suspension heave mode was varied from 0.1 to
1.0 at natural frequencies from 40 to 140 rad/s. The r.m.s. values of the acceleration
at the driver's seat, suspension and tire deflections in the front and rear axles, and
the power requirement were evaluated at a vehicle speed of 80 km/hr. Due to lateral
symmetry, suspension and tire deflections on the right and left tracks are identical.
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The results are shown in figs. 4.2 to 4.6, with the vehicle outputs normalized by their
corresponding r.m.s. value in the passive suspension, therefore showing improvement
or deterioration in percentage.
Fig. 4.2 shows that driver's acceleration is improved as damping is increased and
the suspension becomes softer (smaller natural frequency) as predicted in section 4.1.2.
At a small damping ratio, the acceleration is deteriorated by more than 10%. As
damping is increased, the curves at different frequencies tend to merge together, which
means that the frequency has a smaller effect on the output. At 1.0 damping, the
acceleration was reduced to about 70% or 80% of the passive value.
Suspension deflections in the front and rear are shown in fig. 4.3. There is less
deflection as damping is increased and the suspension mode becomes stiffer. A limit
in the improvement is reached as the frequency is increased beyond 140 rad/s and the
output does not change with the damping any more. Suspension deflection is reduced
to 42% in the front and 92% in the rear.
The relationship between tire deflection and natural frequency and damping is
more obscure than that for acceleration and suspension deflection. At low frequencies,
tire deflection decreases with increasing frequencies and increasing damping as seen in
figs. 4.4a and 4.5a. However, it can hardly be reduced below the passive value. The
lowest tire deflection is obtained around 80 rad/s with 0.3 damping; it is reduced to
96% in the front and increased by 20% in the rear. At higher frequencies, the trend is
reversed. Tire deflection increases with increasing natural frequency and damping as
shown in figs. 4.4b and 4.5b.
It be should noted that the natural frequency of the suspension heave mode of
the passive suspension is appoximately 70 rad/s with 0.26 damping, which is close to
where the lowest tire deflection was obtained (80 rad/s and 0.3 damping). This implies
that the passive suspension design is already optimal. While adjusting the suspension
mode frequency and damping improves either acceleration or suspension deflection, tire
deflection cannot be reduced any further and is always above 100%.
As the frequency and damping of the suspension mode is increased, the feedback
gains of the relative displacement and velocity also increase. No absolute body feedback
is used.
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Figure 4.5 Rear tire deflections in suspension heave pole-placement
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Power consumption can be expected to be high when the r.m.s. values of the out-
puts are reduced. However, fig. 4.6 shows that high power is required at low damping
although almost all outputs are above 100% at low damping as seen in previous plots.
Thus, it is concluded that power is consumed to 'deteriorate' the suspension perfor-
mance. In other words, power is required whenever the outputs are made to deviate
from the passive values (100%), without regard of r.m.s. reduction or increase. There-
fore, power consumption is affected by a combination of the increase or reduction of
the various outputs.
At low frequencies, power decreases with frequency since acceleration is increased
to approach 100% and suspension and tire deflections are decreased to reach 100%. At
higher frequencies, power increases with frequency since suspension deflection is reduced
further below 100% and tire deflection is above 100% in increasing manner, although
the acceleration is approaching 100%. The shape of the power curves ressembles that
of the tire deflection curves, thus power consumption is likely to be dominated by
the large increase in tire deflection. The lowest power required is 1 hp at 80 rad/s-
with 0.3 damping, which is close to that of the optimal passive suspension and where
the lowest tire deflection also occurs. This implies that more power is required if the
control causes the design to move away from that optimal point without introducing
absolute feedback, thereby resulting in a less optimal passive suspension, with either
acceleration or suspension deflection deteriorated.
Body mode
The poles of the suspension mode were fixed at 18.86 ± 67.87j, (i.e. 70 rad/s
and 0.28 damping). The body mode damping was varied from 0.1 to 1.0 at natural
frequencies from 4 to 12 rad/s. The same outputs and the power consumption were
evaluated at a vehicle speed of 80 km/hr and are shown in figs. 4.7 to 4.10.
Acceleration is reduced as damping is increased and the body mode made stiffer,
causing the effective absolute stiffness k, to increase as discussed in section 4.1.2. At
12 rad/s and 1.0 damping, the acceleration is reduced to 73%.
In general, suspension and tire deflections decrease with increasing damping and
body mode frequency. The rear suspension and tire deflections, however, increase with
damping at approximately 10 rad/s, and they cannot be reduced below the passive
values at all frequencies and damping. A limit is reached at 10 rad/s and 1.0 damping
where curves of different frequencies merge with one another. At that point, suspension
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Figure 4.6 Power consumption in suspension heave pole-placement
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Figure 4.8 Suspension deflections in body heave pole-placement
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deflection is reduced to 61% in the front and increased by 15% in the rear. The tire
deflection is reduced to 92% in the front and increased by 5% in the rear.
Power consumption is high at low damping since almost all outputs are above
100%. High power is again required at high damping since the outputs are reduced
below 100% with significant improvement in r.m.s. acceleration. Since all outputs are
reduced as the natural frequency is increased, the power required is also increased. At
12 rad/s and 1.0 damping, 0.24 hp is required.
As the body mode stiffness is increased, the feedback gains of absolute body dis-
placement and velocity are also increased; more active control is needed.
In general, both pairs of poles should be placed to achieve the best result in
acceleration and suspension deflection. As a first rule, damping in both modes should
be chosen to be high since all outputs decrease with damping ratio. The body mode
frequency should be high to give stiff a body mode and therefore small acceleration.
Then the suspension mode frequency should also be high to stiffen the suspension so.
that suspension deflection is reduced. This is contrary to a passive suspension in which
a soft suspension results in better body isolation. The acceleration of the body in an
active suspension is dominated by the stiffness of the imaginary active spring, instead
of the stiffness of the suspension spring.
Fig. 4.11a shows the r.m.s. results of the three different active designs. High
damping is applied to both body and suspension modes. The frequency of the body
mode is fixed at 10 rad/s. Three values of suspension mode frequency were used. At 60
rad/s, the suspension is softer than the passive one; at 70 rad/s, it has a stiffness that is
similar to the passive; and at 100 rad/s, it is stiffer. The results are consistent with the
previous discussion. Acceleration is increased and suspension deflections decreased as
the suspension mode is made stiffer; tire deflection is lowest at 70 rad/s. It is desirable to
choose 100 rad/s for the suspension mode, since suspension deflections in the front and
rear are reduced to below 100%. The slight increase in acceleration is insignificant since
the use of a large body frequency (10 rad/s) already reduces acceleration by 50%. This
illustrates the use of a stiff body mode to improve acceleration, and a stiff suspension
mode to improve suspension deflection. Tire deflection is always deteriorated unless
suspension stiffness stays at the optimal passive value. Fig. 4.11b shows the control
gain for the most desirable design discussed above, where the natural frequency of the
suspension mode is chosen to be 100 rad/s.
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Figure 4.10 Power consumption in body heave pole-placement
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Body mode frequency is 10 rad/sec
Suspension mode damping is 1.0.
with 1.0 damping.
suspension mode frequency (rad/sec) 60 70 100
acceleration at driver's seat (%) 47 49 55
front suspension deflection (%) 68 55 43
rear suspension deflection (%) 133 117 98
front tire deflection (%) 109 94 102
rear tire deflection (%) 129 113 121
power consumption (hp) 0.87 0.56 0.61
Figure 4.11 a. Vehicle outputs of three designs by pole-placement method
Figure 4.11 b. Control gain of the best design
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The poles of body and suspension pitch modes can also be placed in a similar way
to investigate the effect on various outputs. It is predicted that stiffening the body
pitch mode using active control will reduce the vertical acceleration of the body. A
further step is to place the four pairs of poles of the body heave and pitch, and the
suspension heave and pitch modes simultaneously.
Poles of roll and warp modes can also be placed to tune the handling characterisitc
of the vehicle. Body roll is coupled with suspension roll and warp, involving a 6 by
6 matrix in roll and warp with 18 unknown elements, 3 pairs of poles and a sixth-
order characteristic equation. The problem becomes too complex for this methodology
to handle. A user-defined function [41] has been developed for use in MATRIXx to
determine a unique gain matrix, given the desired system poles and the eigenvector
structure.
In a single-input system, the number of control gains is always the same as the
number of states (or eigenvalues). Thus, a unique gain is obtained in pole-placement.
Since there are four control forces in the present model, there are 32 gains associated
with heave and pitch, determined by only four pairs of conjugate poles. The gain
matrix obtained by this methodology is not unique or optimal. A FORTRAN program
'POLESYS III' [42] has been developed, which is capable of placing the poles of a matrix
with the options of state feedback, output feedback, maximal decoupling or minimal
gain. The minimal gain idea is to assign cost or importance to each gain element. A
cost index is defined in a similar way as in the LQR problem. The gain matrix which
can place the poles successfully with the minimum cost index is chosen.
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4.2 Linear Quadratic Regulator
The LQR -method has been described in Chapter Two and applied to the quarter-
car model. It is again used in this chapter to improve the root mean square response
of the full-car model. All results are obtained at a vehicle speed of 80 km/hr.
4.2.1 Problem Definition
The three penalized outputs are : ad, zsa,, and Ztav, with penalties P1, P2, and
P3 respectively. Average suspension deflection and average tire deflection are penalized
instead of the deflections at each corner because the former involves only three penalties,
whereas the latter involves nine penalties. The enormous number of ways to choose
the nine penalties greatly increases the complexity of the problem. The r.m.s. values of
average deflections may appear to be small even when the r.m.s. values at the corners
are extremely different from one another. The r.m.s. value may be reduced at one
corner and largely increased at another corner. Therefore, deflections at each corner,
zsi and zti, should also be evaluated in addition to the average deflections, zsav and
ztav, after the optimization process.
The vector of penalized outputs which consists of ad, zsav and ztav, is defined as :
yp = Cpz + Dpu (4.9)
-P
where Cp and Dp are submatrices of C and D. The cost of the control is assumed to
be identical for each actuator, and is represented by a single parameter P4. Thus, the
cost function in eq. 2.28 can be rewritten as :
oo
S(YWyP + P4')dt (4.10)
where
W = P2
P3
When eq. 4.10 is compared with eq. 2.29, the state and control penalty matrices are :
Q = C'WC ,
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R = DWD, + P414x4
S = C'WDp
Since the system is controllable and observable, a unqiue control gain G can be
obtained by solving eq. 2.27 (CARE). The p's are the design parameters which directly
affect the r.m.s. values of the outputs and the power required. The results in the
following sections are obtained by adjusting the p's to reduce the r.m.s. value of one
output without increasing the r.m.s. value of the other two outputs, at a vehicle velocity
of 80 km/hr.
The difficulty of this problem lies in the fact that the three outputs and the power
are dependent variables. Changes in one of the p parameters result in a different set
of output values and power. So it is not possible to fix the r.m.s. value of an output
and obtain the minimum power by simply increasing P4. If each p is varied through n
values, then there are n4 ways of choosing all four p's, resulting in the same number of
sets of outputs and power values. The sets with any deteriorated output are ignored.-
Each output is then plotted against power and the lower left boundary of the points
is the minimum power curve for that output. The following results were not, however,
obtained in such a way because of the extremely large number of ways to choose the four
penalties. This reflects the complexity of the problem if the deflection at each corner,
instead of the average deflection, was penalized and nine penalties were involved.
4.2.2 Improvement of Isolation
An attempt was made to reduce the r.m.s. value of vertical acceleration at the
driver's seat while keeping the r.m.s. value of average suspension and average tire
deflection below their corresponding passive values. The plot in fig. 4.12 is obtained
by choosing p2 = 400, p3 = 40,000, p4 = le-3, and varying pi from 2 to 5e6. It shows
the relationship between the three outputs in percentage improvement and the power
requirement in horsepower. It is found that further changes in p2 and p3 have no effect
on the ad curve. Decreasing P4 (cheap control) will shift the curve up because more
power is used. Increasing p4 means less power is used for the same improvement in
isolation, thus ad will decrease faster with respect to power. The difficulty in obtaining
the ad curve with minimum power can be appreciated since it is necessary to increase
P4 in steps and vary Pi for every P4 until the curve is not shifted down further. For
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the purpose of this study, it is sufficient to obtain the general trend of the relationship
between the outputs and the power.
As P1 is increased, all three outputs are reduced and they always stay below
the passive values. It is possible to the reduce driver's acceleration to zero with 0.216
horsepower, meaning that the driver can stay absolutely horizontal while the suspension
and the tire absorb the road disturbances. However, eq. 3.8 implies that the heave,
pitch, and roll acceleration at the sprung mass c.g. may not be zero. Fig. 4.13 shows
that the vertical acceleration of the c.g. is reduced to a minimum of 46% when the
driver's acceleration is zero. Further increase in Pi does not change the output values
or the power consumption. The average suspension deflection, zsav, is reduced to a
minimum of 60% of the passive value and the average tire deflection, ztav, approaches
a constant value at 91%.
The design with P1 = 140 is chosen and shown in fig. 4.14 which tabulates the
r.m.s. values of all outputs, the natural frequencies and damping of the modes, and the
control gain. Driver's acceleration is reduced to 46% using 0.12 horsepower. Suspension
deflections zsi and tire deflections zti at the corners are below 100% except for zs 4
which is increased by 3%. The design is able to improve isolation without severely
deteriorating the other outputs.
When little power is used, the vehicle stays laterally symmetrical. Suspension and
tire deflections at the corners are approximately the same as the passive system; only
isolation is improved. As the driver's acceleration is reduced and more power is used,
the vehicle becomes asymmetrical; deflections at the corners are different from one
another. zsi and zti are improved at all corners except at the fourth one (which is also
true for the design in fig. 4.14). The loss of symmetry is due to the penalty imposed
on the vertical acceleration at the driver' seat which is located at the rear-left portion
(fourth corner) of the car. Thus, it is implied in the mathematics that the sprung mass
acceleration at the fourth corner is more important than at the other three, thereby
destroying lateral symmetry and resulting in higher deflections in the suspension and
the tire at the fourth corner. Symmetry would be preserved if vertical acceleration at
the center of gravity was penalized.
All states are used in feedback. As a result, roll and warp modes are no longer
decoupled from heave and pitch modes. There is more velocity feedback than dis-
placement feedback, and absolute velocity feedback is used as much as relative velocity
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* Further increase in p, does not change the output values
or the power consumption.
Figure 4.12 Improvement of driver's isolation by the LQR
P2 = 400, P3 = 4e4, p4 = le-3
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Pi = 140, P2 = 400, p3 = 4e4, p4 = le-3
acceleration at driver's seat ad 46%
left front suspension deflection zsi 80%
right front suspension deflection zs 2  88%
right rear suspension deflection zs 3  86%
left rear suspension deflection zs 4  103%
average suspension deflection zs,, 76%
left front tire deflection ztl 96%
right front tire deflection zt 2  100%
right rear tire deflection zt 3  100%
left rear tire deflection zt 4  100%
average tire deflection zta, 94%
power consumption P 0.12 hp
Figure 4.14 LQR design at pi = 140
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feedback. When the power is increased, the control gains also increase and the modes
are heavily coupled with one another. It is observed that the natural frequency of the
modes are roughly the same as those in the passive system (fig. 3.3) but more damping
is introduced due to velocity feedback.
4.2.3 Improvement of Suspension Deflection
An attempt was made to reduce the r.m.s. value of average suspension deflection
while keeping the r.m.s. value of body acceleration and average tire deflection below
their passive values. Fig. 4.15 shows the relationship between the power requirement
and the improvement of the three outputs in percent. The plot is obtained by choosing
pl = 5e-4, P3 = 1.6e5, p4 = 0.01, and varying P2 from 5e5 to 6e8. It is found that
further changes in p3 have no effect on the zsav curve, and changes in p4 and pi result
in zs,, curves of the same shape. Thus fig. 4.15 is representative of the relationship
between the outputs and power comsumption. The zs,, curve with minimum power
may be obtained by adjusting p1 and p4 at each point until the curve cannot be shifted
down further. This is a difficult process, as discussed before, since variations in pi and
P4 cause the r.m.s. value of zs,, and power consumption to vary at the same time.
The plot shows that the average suspension deflection cannot be reduced as de-
sired. zsav reaches a minimum of 57% at 0.13 horsepower with p2 = 5e7 (point A).
Driver's acceleration and average tire deflection are reduced and they stay below the
passive values. ztav approaches a constant at 93%. The acceleration ad is reduced
monotonically even beyond the minimum point A where zsav begins to increase. In
other words, as power is increased beyond point A, the control system improves ad
in response to the increase in P2, sacrificing zsav. However, this improvement in ad
requires more power compared to fig. 4.12 where Pi is the varied parameter. Fig. 4.16
shows the properties of the design at point A. The deflections at the corners, zsi and
zti, are approximately the same as the passive values.
Almost no roll or warp terms are used in feedback. The roll and warp modes
remain decoupled from the heave and pitch modes, thus the poles of the roll and warp
modes are not altered. There is, in general, more velocity feedback than displacement
feedback. The feedback gains for suspension heave velocity are the largest before point
A where ZS,, is decreasing. Beyond point A, the feedback gains for body heave velocity
become larger. It is observed that when more power is used, the suspension heave-pitch
modes become slightly faster; the body heave-pitch modes are much faster and more
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Figure 4.15 Improvement of average suspension deflection by the LQR
P1 = 5e-4, p3 = 16e4, p4 = 0.01
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P1 = 5e-4, P2 = 5e7, P3 = 16e4, p4 = 0.01
a. acceleration at driver's seat ad 80%
left front suspension deflection zsl 71%
right front suspension deflection zs 2  71%
right rear suspension deflection zs 3  88%
left rear suspension deflection zs 4  88%
average suspension deflection zs,, 57%
left front tire deflection ztl 96%
right front tire deflection zt 2  96%
right rear tire deflection zt 3  102%
left rear tire deflection zt 4  102%
average tire deflection zta, 94%
power consumption P 0.13 hp
Figure 4.16 LQR design at point A
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w,(rad/s) f natural modes
6.92 0.27 body heave/pitch
10.79 0.63 body heave/pitch
10.45 0.26 body roll
69.63 0.24 suspension heave/pitch
72.80 0.33 suspension heave/pitch
72.09 0.23 suspension roll/warp
73.91 0.29 suspension roll/warp
Gain = 1 x 104
columns 1 to 7 :
-0.734 0.206 0.000 -0.513 -0.494 0.000 0.000
-0.734 0.206 0.000 -0.513 -0.494 0.000 0.000
-1.760 0.115 0.000 -0.600 -0.805 0.000 0.000
-1.760 0.115 0.000 -0.600 -0.805 0.000 0.000
columns 8 to 14 :
-0.248 -0.028 0.000 0.010 0.003 0.000 0.000
-0.248 -0.028 0.000 0.010 0.003 0.000 0.000
-0.329 -0.079 0.000 0.014 0.005 0.000 0.000
-0.329 -0.079 0.000 0.014 0.005 0.000 0.000
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damped. The suspension becomes stiffer to reduce suspension deflections and the body
mode becomes stiffer to reduce the driver's acceleration.
Lateral symmetry is preserved (as seen in fig. 4.16) since roll and warp modes are
not affected, and the penalty on the driver's acceleration, Pi, is chosen to be small so
that all corners are given equal importance.
4.2.4 Improvement of Tire Deflection
The average tire deflection cannot be arbitrarily reduced when the penalties are
varied. The lowest value of Ztav obtained is 0.28 cm which corresponds to a 9% reduc-
tion, using 0.19 horsepower. As P3 (the penalty on zsav) is increased, ZSav decreases
very slowly by an order of magnitude of 10- 5 cm. This implies that, although the
system is controllable, the degree of controllability of tire deflection is very low.
It has been explained in the pole-placement method that since the passive suspen-
sion has been optimized, tire deflection always increases when the suspension poles are
placed. An explanation in the LQR method for the small and insensitive improvement
in tire deflection due to changes in the penalties is the large stiffness of the tires. The
tires are ten times stiffer than the suspension springs. The large stiffness ratio makes
the rubber tires act like steel tires, which are too rigid to take part in the dynamics.
When the penalty on average tire deflection is increased, the control does try to in-
crease the tire stiffness even more, but it cannot make a significant improvement in
the tire deflection. The lowest tire deflection has been reached in the passive design by
choosing a large stiffness ratio.
To reinforce the explanation, the stiffness of the tires in the passive suspension was
increased by ten times to be comparable to the suspension stiffness. It was found that
zta, was easily increased or decreased by varying P3.
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4.3 Discussion of the Two Methods
The LQR method can arbitrarily reduce driver's acceleration as desired, and aver-
age suspension deflection to 57%, without severely increasing the rest of the outputs.
In the pole-placement method, ad and zsi cannot be reduced arbitrarily. zsi satu-
rates at certain high frequencies and damping as seen from figs. 4.3 and 4.8 where the
curves converge and become horizontal. The limit to which driver's acceleration can
be reduced is finite for suspension and tire deflections to remain below 100%. Driver's
acceleration cannot be decreased independent of suspension and tire deflections, be-
cause the assignment of natural frequencies and damping determines the stiffness and
damping properties of the system and governs a unique relationship among the various
outputs.
In the LQR approach, average tire deflection can be reduced by 9%. In the pole-
placement method, front tire deflections can be reduced by 8% by placing the poles
of body heave mode, but tire deflections (in the front and rear) always increase when
the poles of the suspension heave mode are placed. Neither method can reduce tire
deflection as desired. The vehicle remains symmetric about the lateral axis in the pole-
placement method. Symmetry is destroyed in the LQR when a penalty is placed on
the acceleration at the driver's seat.
Power consumption calculated in this study is expected to be lower than that in
practice (7 to 8 hp.) since hydraulic power, which represents a significant portion of
the total power comsumption, is not considered. When the pole-placement designs in
fig. 4.11 are compared to the LQR design in fig. 4.14, it can be observed that the latter
requires much less power, while being capable of keeping all outputs at all corners below
or at about 100%. Power consumption in the pole-placement approach is not optimal
due to two reasons. First, only certain gains are used; the gains for roll and warp
states are zero. Second, the system matrix A is restricted to a decoupled structure.
Nevertheless, the LQR method gives the optimal gain matrix only with respect to the
chosen penalties on the outputs which are chosen to be penalized. Optimality depends
on the cost function - the penalties on outputs and controls, the off-diagonal terms
in matrix W and even different penalties on different controls.
It is clear in the pole-placement method how pole locations and the gains affect the
stiffness and absolute and relative damping properties of the system since the modes
are decoupled. In the LQR method, heave and pitch modes are always coupled with
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each other. When p, is increased, all modes are coupled together. It is difficult to relate
the movement of the poles and the effects of the gains directly to the improvement or
deterioration of the outputs. Since variation of one of the p's causes all three outputs
and the power consumption to change, the relation between a penalty and an individual
output is not clear. For instance, increasing P2 does not necessarily decrease zsa,,, as
demonstrated in fig. 4.15.
The LQR method requires heuristic iterations to obtain the optimal curve. There
is no iteration needed in the pole-placement method. Calculations can easily be done
for any body and suspension frequency and damping by using the macros and command
files developed in MATRIXx.
The LQR is a better approach when there are desired r.m.s. values in the outputs
to be satisfied and there are limitations in the power that is available. Although the
method is hard to use, once the optimal curve is obtained, it is very easy to determine
the minimum power required for a certain amount of improvement in the output, or the
best improvement that can be achieved given the amount of power. The vehicle modes
are coupled in the resulting system matrix by using this method. There should not be
any prescription of pole locations because they are determined by the methodology.
The pole-placement method should be used if the desired pole locations are known.
The power consumption is not optimal and the vehicle output values may not be as
desired. If there are indeed specifications in the output values and power consumption
to be satisfied, then it is necessary to evaluate the vehicle outputs for different combi-
nations of body and suspension frequencies and damping for heave, pitch and roll-warp
modes (seven pairs of poles to be placed). Many iterations are involved and it may not
be possible to satisfy the specifications because of the inherent property of a decoupled
structure.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
This study provides fundamental understanding of the behavior of active suspen-
sions designed by various control techniques for two vehicle models. A two-mass linear
quarter-car model is used in the first part to describe the vertical motion of a vehicle
suspension. This simple ride model was used to gain fundamental qualitative under-
standing of the suspension performance. The vehicle was subjected to sinusoidal road
disturbances and four control laws were designed for the suspension. These are : the
LQR and sprung mass velocity feedback for controller designs, and sprung mass velocity
feedback and suspension deflection feedback through LQG compensators.
All control laws designed are capable of improving isolation at the sprung mass
frequency, but body acceleration at the unsprung mass frequency is invariant regard--
less of the control law. The asymptotes at high and low frequencies are also invariant.
However, by using the LQR with g3 = 0 (no tire deflection feedback) and the LQG
with small A, it is possible to reduce the acceleration gain at high frequencies. Improve-
ment of isolation at the sprung mass frequency is, however, obtained at the expense
of increased suspension deflection at low frequencies whenever sprung mass velocity
feedback is involved (in the two controllers and the LQG); the gain is non-zero at 0
Hz. In addition, suspension and tire deflections are deteriorated at the unsprung mass
frequency when p (penalty on the control) is decreased in the LQR and the LQG. It
was concluded that the LQG compensator with suspension deflection feedback gives
the most satisfactory result because it improves isolation at most frequencies without
large amplification of suspension and tire deflections at the unsprung mass frequency,
or constant suspension deflection gain at low frequencies.
The application of semi-active control to the fully-active designs was also dis-
cussed. The same improvement is obtained at the sprung mass frequency as in the
fully-active response; and the deterioration at the unsprung mass frequency, caused by
active control, is bypassed in semi-active control. The amplified suspension deflection
at low frequencies is also avoided by using semi-active control in the LQG design which
measures suspension deflection. As a result, this design is able to improve isolation
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while maintaining suspension and tire deflection below the passive response at all fre-
quencies. Semi-active control cleverly approaches the fully-active design only in regions
where vehicle response has been improved, and returns to the passive suspension in re-
gions where vehicle response has been deteriorated by active control. It requires less
power and provides better response than fully-active control.
A seven d.o.f. full-car model was used in the second part of this study to investi-
gate the r.m.s. response of a vehicle traveling at 80 km/hr, subjected to random road
disturbances. The time delay between the front and rear axles was also taken into
account in the covariance propagation equation. A pole-placement method was de-
veloped by decoupling the heave and pitch modes of the vehicle. The poles of body
and suspension heave modes were varied to study the r.m.s. response of various out-
puts, which provides some guidelines in choosing pole locations. The results show that
driver's acceleration can be reduced by as much as 45% by increasing the body mode
frequency and damping. Suspension deflection can be maintained below 100% also by
increasing the suspension mode frequency and damping. However, tire deflection is-
increased whenever the poles of suspension heave mode are placed.
The LQR method was also applied to the full-car model. The penalties on the
outputs and the control force were varied to obtain the relationship between improve-
ment in the outputs and power consumption. It was found that driver's acceleration
can be reduced as desired by increasing the corresponding penalty whereas the average
suspension deflection can be reduced to a minimum of 57%, without increasing the rest
of the outputs to above 100% in both cases. Beyond the minimum point in suspension
deflection, driver's acceleration is reduced at the expense of increased suspension de-
flection. Tire deflection cannot be arbitrarily decreased because of the large stiffness
of the tires.
The advantages and disadvantages of both methods have been discussed. The LQR
method can be used if there are requirements in the outputs to be satisfied since the
penalties can be adjusted to directly affect the r.m.s. values of the outputs (even if the
minimum power curve cannot be obtained). The pole-placement method assumes that
the desired pole locations are given or known by the designer from experience. Since
design specifications are in general given in terms of peak outputs, such as maximum
suspension stroke and passenger's acceleration, rather than pole locations or modal
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frequencies, the LQR is a better approach because it is very difficult in the pole-
placement method to predict the trend of the r.m.s. response when the poles of all the
modes are moved. (It was possible to predict the outputs when only the heave mode
was concerned.)
The four designs for the quarter-car model were compared and this should provide
some guidelines and insights in designing active suspension for a full-car model. It
is recommended that the designs be applied to a full-car model with sinusoidal road
inputs to reinforce the findings in this study. On the other hand, random road inputs
can be injected to the quarter-car model to investigate the r.m.s. response when the
LQR is applied using different cost functions, and to check the validity of the results
for the full-car model. The design freedom in defining the penalties in the cost function
may also be studied - the use of penalties on the states or other sets of outputs,
combined with cross-coupled terms.
The full-car model is well-suited for studying the handling characteristics of the-
vehicle. If the model can be modified to account for lateral and longitudinal dynamics,
active suspensions can be evaluated in terms of the ability to control lateral translation,
pitch, roll, and yaw due to cornering and longitudinal acceleration. In addition to linear
state-space control techniques, there are adaptive control for non-linear vehicle models,
preview control, and parameter identification methods to enhance the effectiveness
of control laws. Further research effort should be focused on applying semi-active
controllers to implement active control laws since it has been shown to excel the active
design both in power requirement and vehicle response. Switching between passive and
active control action at certain frequencies or different physical arrangements of passive
and active elements may also reduce power consumption. For active suspensions to be
widely applied in automobiles, development of more reliable and cheaper hardware is
necessary.
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A
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
A.1 System Equations
The equations of motions in matrix form are as follows :
MV + D + Kv = Buu + Lrqr
where v is the vector of modal variables :
v= [h p r hs ps rs ws]t
u is the control force at each corner :
U = [u1 U2 U3 U4] t
and qr is the road input in modal form:
qr = [hr pr rr wr ]t
The inertia matrix M is diagonal :
1, -
where :
2(a+b) 2 mm,
Ih a 2 my+b 2 mr
= 2(a+b)2 mim,
P myf +m,
I= = I_ -- 4tft,(b.tf+a.'t)mfm,ar t mf +btrmr
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The elements of the damping matrix D can be easily expressed if the following param-
eters are first defined
ar= -- + 1
aw =1
a a mI-b+m,P - ImY~a.mf 
-b-m,Ph = a2mf.b+rbM.
P- m 1 +m,
Pr = -aPtmf-+b.trm,Sa.tf mf -+b.tmr
r
It is also necessary to define the following damping terms :
dhh = 2bf + 2br
dh, = dph = -2a - bf + 2b - br
dp = 4a bf + 4b . b
dr, = dw, = 4tfbf + 4trbr
drw = dwr = 4tfbf - 4trbr
Using these parameters, the non-zero terms in D are :
D(1, 4) = dhh
D(1, 5) = dph
D(2, 4) = dh,
D(2, 5) = dpp
D(3, 6) = drr
D(3, 7) = dw,
D(4, 4) = ahdhh + Phdhp
D(4,5) = ahdph + Phdpp
D(5, 4) = apdhp + PPdhh
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D(5, 5) = apdpp + 3pdph
D(6, 6) = ardrr + Prdrw
D(6, 7) = ardwr + i3rdww
D(7, 6) = awdrw + 3r.dr,
D(7, 7) = awdww + rdwr
The following parameters are needed to express the elements of the stiffness matrix K:
2(a+b)(b.mrkTf+amf kTr)
h a 2 mf+b 2 m,
2(a+b) (a.m,kTf +b'mf kT,.)
1P" mf+m,
r= q Ir k= f + k
6h = 2ab(a+b)(-m,kTf+mfkT.)
a2 mf +b 2 m,
6 = 2(a+b)(-mkTf+mfkT,)P - mf+m,
br = 6w = Ir kT! _ 2r
J A( 2mf/ 2mE
The following stiffness terms are also necessary :
khh = 2kf + 2kr
khP = kph = -2a kf + 2b - kr
kpp = 4a • kf + 4b. kr
kr, = kww = 4t fkf + kRf + 4trkr + kRr
krw = kwr = 4tfkf + kRf - 4trkr - kRr
The non-zero elements of K are :
K(1,4) = khh
K(1,5) = kph
K(2,4) = khP
K(2,5) = kpp
K(3,6) = krr
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K(3,7) = kw,
K(4,1) = -- h
K(4,2) = - bh
K(4,4) = ahkhh + 3hkhp + -h
K(4,5) = ahkph + 3hkpp + bh
K(5, 1)= -P6
K(5,2)= 
- qP
K(5,4) = apkh, + Ppkhh + bp
K(5,5) = apkpp + tpkph + rlp
K(6,3)= 
- r
K(6,6) = arkrr + 13rkrw + r
K(6,7) = arkwr + Orkww + 6r
K(7,3) = - br
K(7,6) = awkrw + frkrr + 6,
K(7, 7) = awkww + Orkwr + r
The input matrix Bu is :
-1 -1 -1 -1
a a -b -b
tf -tf -tr tr
1 1 1 1
-a -a b b
-tf tf tr -t,
--t ty -t, to
The non-zero elements of disturbance matrix Lr are :
L,(4, 1) = -- Yh
L,.(4, 2) = -=
L(5,1) = -6,
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L,(5,2) = -qp
Lr(6,3) = -- r
Lr(6,4) = -br
Lr(7,3) = -6,
Lr(7,4) = -,w
The equations of motion can be rewritten in state-space form as follows :
x = Ax + Bu + Lqr
where
= [v•J]
07x7 17x7
-M-1K -M-1D
07x4
B=
M-1B,
M-07x4
-M-' Lr
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A.2 Output Equations
The output equations in state-space form are :
y = Cx + Du + Fqr
where
y = [ad zsi zsav zti ztav ]t
The first row of C is a linear combination of the 8th to the 10th rows of A :
C(1,:) = A(8,:) - adA(9,:) + ydA(10,:)
The 2nd to the 6th rows of C are :
C(2: 6,:) = [TF]_ [04x3 14x4 04x7
The 7th to the 11th rows of C are :
C(7 : 11,:) = [TF]-1 01x3 -14x4 04x7
I1x3 -llx4 04x7
The elements of D are :
D = [B(8,:) - xdB(9,:) + ydB(10,:)]
Finally, the output disturbance matrix F is :
F = -[TF] - ' 14x4
-41x4
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The following comand file 'Placehs.dat' is used to place the poles of suspension heave
mode, and is executed in MATRIXx :
A = Ad;
ehs = -zhs * whs + sqrt(1 - zhs * *2) * whs * jay;
e = [ehs; conj(ehs); ed(3: 4)]
poh = real(poly(e))
A(11, 11) = -poh(2);
A(11,4) = -poh(3);
A(8,11) = -poh(4)/A(11,1);
A(8,4) = -poh(5)/A(11,1);
e = eig(A)
The following command file 'Placehb.dat' is used to place the poles of body heave mode:
eh = -zh * wh + sqrt(1 - zh * *2) * wh * jay;
e = [ehs; conj(ehs); eh; conj(eh)]
poh = real(poly(e))
coh=[ 0 -1 0 0;
-1 A(11,11) 0 -A(8,11
A(11, 11) A(11,4) -A(8,1
A(11,4) 0 -A(8,4) 0);
xh = inv(coh) * [poh(2) + A(11, 11);
A(8, 1) = xh(1);
A(8, 8) = xh(2);
A(11,1) = xh(3);
A(11, 8) = xh(4);
e = eig(A)
1) -A(8,4);
poh(3) + A(11,4); poh(4); poh(5)];
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The decoupled system Ad has two pairs of poles : (eh 8 ,d, ehs,d) and (eh,d, Eh,d).
The desired poles are specified by the natural frequency and damping : wh,, 'h,, wh,
and Sh.
To place both pairs of poles :
exec('Placehs');
exec ('Placehb');
To place only the poles of suspension mode :
exec ('Placehs');
To place only the poles of body mode, it is necessary to reset the value of A to Ad and
the suspension poles to (eh,,d, hs,d) :
A = Ad;
ehs = ehsd;
exec ('Placehb');
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